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ABSTRACT
This monograph
seminar

series

a set of notes which was developed

on the Concepts of Radiation

ford University
required

comprises

during the Spring Quarter

to understand

the principles

ment from basic particle
at the Stanford

Linear

to cavity

reader will

of dosimetry

of experienced

and medical

doctors,

at a level requiring
A detailed

these have been adequately
the pertinent

radiation

theories

in several

and their relationship

in one place the information

photon dosimetry,

citing appropriate

or a more complete

involved
texts.

theoretical

nuclear

the material

engineers,
is presented

and physics.

We have attempted

because
to discuss

What we have tried to do
for charged particle

the reader

treatment.

and radiation

in this monograph

of high

We hope that the

is not included

necessary

references

will be useful to the health physicist
The material

in the dosimetry

physicists,

to dosimetry.

is gather together
background

As health physicists

such as pions and muons

of mathematics

of all the theories
covered

dose measure-

the text we have emphasized

hold advanced degrees,

advanced understanding

at Stan-

Because the audience was composed

health physicists,

development

theory.

of particles

and photons.

manyofwhom

a

the basic information

to the high energy situation,

to the dosimetry

as well as high energy electrons
primarily

chamber
throughout

Thus,

principles

gain some insight

It discusses

Center we are interested

energy photons and charged particles.
the extension

1970.

given by the authors

of photon and charged particle

interactions

Accelerator

Dosimetry

to accompany

and

may consult for further

We hope this monograph

physicist.

was drawn primarily

from the following

refer-

ences:
I.

F.R. Attix, W.C. Roesch, and E. Tochilin,
Radiation Dosimetry,
Second Edition, Volume I, Fundamentals (Academic Press, New York, 1968).
2. J. J. Fitzgerald,
G. L. Brownell,
and F. J. Mahoney, Mathematical
Theory of
Radiation Dosimetry (Gordon and Breach, New York, 1967).
Principles
of Radiation Protection (John Wiley
3. K. Z. Morgan and J. E. Turner,
and Sons, New York, 1967).
In the text,
(ART),
and will

direct

(FBM) and (MT).
be indicated

reference
Additional

to these books will be made using the notation
references

in the text by number.

-

...

111 -
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CHAPTER

1

BASIC CONCEPTS

.-

1.1

Introduction
Before embarking

on a study of radiation

the basic concepts and terminology
fraught

with many,

dosimetry
mission
“Radiation

sometimes

using the concepts,

and definitions.

(ICRU) in their

dosimetry
We will

in the quantities

is

discuss
Com-

1962 Report lOa,

used in this monograph

Following

1Oa in Section 1.2.
involved

of radiation

to understand

and units defined by the International

and Units. ,11 The definitions

the definitions

are repro-

we discuss

defined.

Terminology

Directly

Ionizing

Particles

-

charged particles

energy to produce

ionization

by collision.

Indirectly

Particles

-

ionizing
3.

quantities

Quantities

Dosimetry

2.

concepts

Units and Measurements

some of the basic concepts

1.

confusing,

it is necessary

The history

involved.

on Radiological

duced from ICRU Report

1.2

dosimetry

Ionizing
particles

Exposure

cal charges
liberated

uncharged particles

or can initiate

(X) - the quotient

a nuclear

kinetic

which can liberate

transformation.

of AQ by Am where AQ is the sum of electri-

on all the ions of one sign produced

by photons in a volume

completely

having sufficient

element

in air when all the electrons

of air whose mass is Am are

stopped in air.
X = A&/Am

The special

unit of exposure

is the roentgen (R).

1 R= 2.58 X 10 -4 c/kg
4.

Absorbed

Dose (D) - the quotient

imparted

by ionizing

radiation

of AED by Am where AED is the energy

to the mass Am of matter

D = AED/Am
-l-

in a volume

element.

The special

unit of absorbed dose is the -rad
1 rad = 100 erg/g

5.

Energy

Imparted

all the directly

(AED) -

the difference

and indirectly

ionizing

(AEE) and the sum of the energies
the energy equivalent
nuclear

particles

particle

of

which have entered a volume

of all those which have left it (AED) minus

of any increase

or elementary

between the sum of the energies

in rest mass (AER) that took place in

reactions

within the volume.

AED = AEE - AED - AER
6.

Dose Equivalent

(DE) - the product

dose distribution

factor

of absorbed dose (D), quality

(DF) and other necessary

DE = D(QF)(DF)
The special

7.

Relative

Biological

is the ratio

modifying

radiation

equal

factors.

(RBE) - the RBE of a particular

of the absorbed dose of a reference

(e.g.,

radiation
60

Co -y-rays)

Dr to the absorbed dose of the particular

radiation

Dp required

effect (e.g. , 50% cell death).

to attain the same biological
(RWp

8.

is the rem and is numerically

by the appropriate

Effectiveness

factors.

...

unit of the dose equivalent

to the dose in rad multiplied

modifying

factor (QF),

Particle
particles

(e.g. , 10 MeV protons)

= Dr/Dp

Fluence (a) - the quotient

of AN by Aa where AN is the number

which enter a sphere of cross

sectional

of

area Aa.

9 = AN/As
9.

Particle
fluence

Flux Density (6) - the quotient
in time At.

-2-

of A@ by At where A@is the particle

10.

Fluence (F) - the quotient

Energy

the energies,

exclusive

of AEf by Aa where AEf is the sum of

of rest energies,

a sphere of cross sectional

of all the particles

which enter

area Aa.

F = AEf/Aa
11.

Energy

Flux Density

(I) - the quotient

fluence

in the time At.

of AF by At where AF is the energy

I = AF/At
12.

Kerma
initial

(K) - the quotient
kinetic

ionizing

energies

particles

of AK,

of all the charged particles

in a volume

the mass of the matter

by Am where AEK is the sum of the

element

liberated

of the specified

in that volume

by indirectly
Am is

material.

element.

K = AEK/Am
13.

Mass Attenuation

Coefficient

ionizing

is the quotient

particles

N is the number of particles

(p/p) - for a given material&/p
of dN by the product

incident

normally

dl and density p, and dN is the number

of p, N and dl where

upon a layer

of particles

for indirectly

of thickness

that experience

inter-

action in this layer.

14.

Mass Energy Transfer
indirectly

ionizing

Coefficient

particles

(@,/p)

is the quotient

and dl where E is the sum of the energies
indirectly

ionizing

particles

incident

- for a given material,@K/p
of dEK by the product
(excluding

normally

dl and density p, dEK is the sum of the kinetic
particles

liberated

in this layer.
I-1&

= 6
-3-

dEK
r

rest energies)

for

of E,p
of the

upon a layer of thickness
energies

of all the charged

Mass Energy Absorption

15.

for indirectly

ionizing

Coefficient
particles

of the energy of secondary

(pen/p) - for a given material,pen/p

is (p,/p)

(1 - G) where G is the proportion

charged particles

that is lost to bremsstrahlung

in the material.
Mass Stopping Power (S/p)* - for a given material,S/p

16.

is the quotient

of dEs by the product

length dl, and p is the density

Linear

Energy Transfer

energy in traversing

a path

of the medium.
dE
-$-

s/p = ;
17.

of p and dl where dEs is the average
of specified

energy lost by a charged particle

for charged particles

(LET)*

- for charged particles

in medium,LET

of dEL by dl where dEL is the average energy locally

the quotient

to the medium by a charged particle

of specified

is

imparted

energy traversing

a distance

dl.
Charged Particle

18.

(CPE) -

a volume

V if each charged particle

replaced

by another identical

into V.
strahlung
1.3

Equilibrium

carrying

a certain

charged particle

production

by secondary

which carries

charged particles

in

energy out of V is
the same energy

If CPE exists at a point then D = K at that point provided

that brems-

is negligible.

The Symbol A
Many of the quantities

defined are macroscopic

exposure,

fluence,

etc.

liberated,

fluence,

etc. may vary greatly

in general

not uniform

*

CPE exists at a point P centered

A discussion

quantities

On the other hand, quantities

in space.

of these terms

such as energy imparted,

from point to point since radiation

Consequently,

these quantities

is given in Chapter 3.
-4-

such as absorbed

dose,
charge

fields

are

must be determined

.

for sufficiently
lustrate

small

this procedure

Absorbed

of space or time by some limiting

using the quantity

dose is a measure

of the medium.
we will

regions

“absorbed

of energy deposited

If we choose a large mass element

obtain a value of E/m)l

ment and measure

(see Fig.

the value E/m);:,

1.1).

in general

x rays),

ation (e.g.,
sideration

the fluence

is not uniform.

dose. 11
in a medium divided by the mass
and measure

we find E/m)2

will

attenuation

of charged particles

This causes the ratio

the energy deposited,

Now, if we take a smaller

When m is large enough to cause significant

E/n$.

We il-

procedure.

mass ele-

be larger

than

of the primary

radi-

in the mass element under con-

E/m to increase

as the size of the

mass m is decreased.
As m is further
is sufficiently
the ratio
indicate

reduced we will find a region in which the charged particle

uniform

that the ratio

E/m represents

absorbed dose.

that the limiting

process

At the other extreme,
by a few interactions.

quently,

E will

described

be constant.

The symbolic

It is in this region that

notation AE/Am

was carried

is used to

out.

m must not be so small that the energy deposition

If m is further

will find that the ratio will
tion is determined

E/m will

diverge.

by whether

decreased

from the region of constant

is caused
E/m,

we

That is, as m gets very small the energy deposi-

or not a charged particle

be zero for many mass elements

fluctuations

occur because charged particles

the limiting

process

indicated

fluence

interacts

within

and very large for others.

lose energy in discrete

by the symbol A also requires

m be large enough so that the energy deposition

m.

steps.

ConseThese
Hence,

that the mass element

is caused by many particles

andmany

interactions.
Similar
the quantities
process

discussions

may be made for other quantities

defined using the symbol A are macroscopic

as described

above has occurred.
-5-

and it must be realized
quantities

that

in which a limiting

t

E/m

Log mFIG.

1767A39

1.1

Energy density as a function of the mass for which
energy density is determined.
The horizontal line
covers the region in which the absorbed dose can
be established in a single measurement.
The
shaded portion represents the range where statistical fluctuations are important.
(From (ART),
Chapter 2.)

-6-

1.4

Exposure
The quantity,

exposure,

as currently

erated by photons in a mass element
quires

defined requires

of air be completely

that all the ions (of one sign) produced

make any absolute
ionization
absolute

measurement

chamber.
exposure

This in turn puts an upper limit

KeV) is determined
In principle
practical

by the range of the electrons

on the accuracy

energy increases.

Relative

energy using air-equivalent
measurements

AQ/Am.

all the ions produced
is introduced

1.5

Energy

by electrons

liberated

when there is significant

of the electrons
as presently

in the measurement

liberated

dose, kerma

Further

the quantity

Figure

1.2 is a schematic

ment.

Each in some way involves

Table 1.1 gives an arbitrary

drawing

(Absorbed

breakdown

and charged particle

-7-

exposure

equilibrium,

one

exposed to radion a mass ele-

of energy into and out of the mass.

of the energy entering

on charged and uncharged particles.

the range

Dose and Kerma)

showing 10 photons incident

the movement

uncertainty

below a few MeV in energy.

how the energy balance is made for a mass element

ation.

to collect

of the photon field within

only for photon fields

absorbed

As the photon energy in-

because of failure

Consequently,

and Energy Transferred

To better understand
must understand

attenuation

of these
Accu-

construction.

in the mass element.

by those photons.

defined is practical
Imparted

increases

a

as the photon

The accuracy

(see Chapter 6).

depends on the photon energy and the chamber

the uncertainty

size.

can be made at any photon

acies of l-2% can be achieved for photons up to a few MeV.
creases,

(a few hundred

There is simply

can be measured

of exposure

chambers

use of a free air

and the ion chamber

with which exposure

cavity

requires

To

on the photon energy for which

on the quantity

measurement

be collected.

This energy limit

are practicable.

there is no energy limit

limit

therefore,

lib-

It also re-

stopped in air.

by these electrons

of exposure,

measurements

that all the electrons

and leaving

the mass

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
cu
I

8

9
IO

FIG.
Energy

imparted

1.2

with CPE condition.

TABLE

..

1.1

-

Primary
/ Energy

Secondary
Y Energy
i

-

1

.5

2

.5

Secondary Chargec
Particle Energy
ee+

:*E&

WLlc

T

0

0

I

.5

.3

(AEEJu AELJ
.5

0

:A#),

.5

0

0

0

0

.5

0

0

.5

0

0

/
3

.5

4

.5

5

1.0

.5

6

1.0

.5

I
1

.5

0

7

1.0

.5

.5

0

8

3.0

1
I

9

3.0

10
c
-

3.0
_---.--._

.5

0

I

.5

0

!
!

.5

_.

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.._..I.._. ~--

1.0

and (AEL)c

respectively;

I
and leaving

the energy entering

of rest mass within

This is the energy used to calculate
ABD

0

0

1.0

.5

0

1.0

.5

0

.2
0

0

0

0

0

0

3.0

1.0

0

0

1.0

1.4

1.4

.8

3.0
--10.0

and leaving

0
-I_ .__
3.0

1.0
1.0

is denoted by (AEE)c

on uncharged

particles

is de-

the mass element.

The energy imparted

to the

sum of all the energy components,

+ (AEB)u - (AEL)u

- (AEB)u

absorbed dose and for this example it is

=1.4-1.4+10.0-3.0-1.0=6.OMeV

If none of the charged particles
to charged particles

.5

while (AER)U denotes the energy which goes

mass element (AED) is equal to the algebraic
AED = (AEE)c - (AEL)c

.5

the mass on charged particles

noted by (AEE)u and (AEL)u respectively;
into the creation

0

--

i
The energy entering

.2
.3

1.0

,

0

radiate

energy within

the mass,

in the mass element (AEK) is determined
-9-

the energy transferred
by the algebraic

sum of

the uncharged

particle

energy terms

and in this example

AEK=lO.O-3.0-

1.0=6.OMeV

This is the energy used to calculate
In this example,
exactly

kerma.

the energy entering

balanced by energy leaving

we say charged particle

secondary

charged particles

When the secondary
the mass element,

exists.

This situation
- (AEL)c

Consequently

bremsstrahlung

the absorbed

dose will

the energy transferred

1

D

# AE

K

considering

(AER)u=

- (AE,)u
2
by uncharged

particles

withinthe

- (AE&

and so absorbed

because in AEK we consider

energy.

In this case, we assume that

is

Energy

imparted

1

dose will not equal kerma

only the energy transferred

in the mass element and do not consider
their

production

will not be equal even though CPE

to charged particles

0

occurs

1.3.

- (AELju

AEK = (AE&
AE

equal the kerma.

to the mass is:
0

obviously

the mass element,

= 0 and that there is no energy lost in rest mass increases

the energy imparted

mass element

since none of the

lose energy by bremsstrahlung

in Fig.

AED = (AEEJu

Whereas

Also,

within

absorbed dose and kerma

is illustrated

is

i. e. ,

(CPE) exists.

charged particles

within

(AEE)c

produce

on charged particles

= 1.4 - 1.4 = 0

equilibrium

and consequently

AED = AEK,

the mass element

on charged particles,

(AEE)c - (AEL)c
Thus,

is:

how the charged particles

in this case.

This

to charged particles
subsequently

(AED) on the other hand is a total energy balance

charged and uncharged

particles.

- 10 -

lose

0.

FIG.
Case where AE,#

1.3

AEK even though CPE exists.

- 11 -

1.6

Charged Particle

Equilibrium

The concept of charged particle
each charged particle
by another

identical

carrying

charged particles
energy entering

a certain

charged particle

to exist in the mass element.
entering

medium.

CPE will generally

as the appropriate

the same energy in, then CPE is said
require

corrections

of

that the

on charged particles.

medium at points which lie more than the

charged particles

dose .measurement

are made.

that the number

It does require

equal the energy leaving

from the boundaries

not exist near the interface

of absorbed

If

energy out of a mass element is replaced

carrying

exist in a uniform

range for the secondary

For purposes

a short discussion.

be equal to the number leaving.

maximum

media.

deserves

This does not necessarily

on charged particles

CPE will generally

equilibrium

- 12 -

between two dissimilar

CPE is not necessary

We will discuss

Chapter 6.

of the

as long

this in more detail in

REFERENCES

1.

Radiation

Quantities

and Units,

ICRU Report 10a published

Bureau of Standards Handbook -84 (1962).
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as U. S. National

CHAPTER
THE INTERACTION

.2.1

2

OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

RADLATION

WITH MATTER

Introduction
Essentially,

there are twelve possible

field of a photon may interact
where the major processes
over certain

processes
1

with matter.

by which the electromagnetic

These are classified

are “boxed in, ” the minor

energy intervals)

are %mderlined,

cesses (note that some processes

in Table 2.1, 2

processes

( 2 1% contribution

It and the rest are negligible

have been completely

omitted

pro-

because of their

rare occurrence).
The symbols
interaction
or cm

-1

7, (+, and K refer

processes.

illustrate

r(cm-I)

units will

the conversion

r(cm2/g)

(or coefficients)

The units of these cross sections

and the appropriate

equations

to cross sections

= r(b/atom)

No p
A

x

cm2/g

The following

one set of units to another

NO x lo-24
A

= T(b/atom)

can be barns/atom,

be clear from the context.

from

of the various

(usually

written

7 /p)

P-1)

lO-24

(2.2)

Also
‘pe
~‘,,=W,n)
are total cross
Elastic
cess.
ample,

sections

scattering

When inelastic

=T K

+W,P)

L+“’
+W,f)

for the atomic
refers

+T

and nuclear

photo effects,

to the fact that kinetic

scattering

occurs,

kinetic

in the case of Compton scattering,

the binding energy of the electron
of the photon and electron.

+ . . .
respectively.

energy is conserved

in the pro-

energy is not conserved.

For ex-

some of the energy is needed to overcome

to the atom.

If the individual
- 14 -

The rest appears as kinetic

scattering

elements

energy

(such as electrons

TABLE
CLASSIFICATION

2.1

OF PHOTON INTERACTIONS
SCATTERING

ABSORPTION

INELASTIC
(Incoherent)

ELASTIC
(Coherent)

A
I

ATOMIC

ELECTRONS

1 Photoelectric

Rayleigh

Effect 1

Scattering

1

(T-2

- Z4 (low energy)
‘pe

Compton Scatteri

(low energy limit)

- Z5 (high energy)

I
II

NUCLEONS

Photonuclear
(y,n),

Elastic Nuclear
Scattering

Reactions

(Y,P), (y,f),

etc.

upn-z
(hv 2 10 MeV)

III

ELECTRIC
FIELD
OF SURROUNDING
CHARGED PARTICLES

Pair

Production

b.

Z2(hv 11.02

MeV)

Field of Electron
K

MESONS

Delbruck

a. 1Field of Nucleus1
K~-

Iv

1

e

-Z(hvz2.04MeV)

Photomeson

Production

hv 2,140 MeV

I

Scattering

Nuclear Resonance
Scattering

or nucleons)

are virtually

term incoherent
tering

free,

scattering.

Incoherent

implies

elastic

Negligible

A.

Elastic

implies

inelastic

Scattering

scattering

scattering.

to coherent
elements

Coherent

scat-

act as a

scattering

(II-B)

as the nuclear

analog to very low energy Compton scattering

This seems inconsistent
elastic

nuclear

into Compton scattering
of all,

Klein-Nishina

one refers

thus the

Processes

This is regarded

First

in which the individual

scattering

Nuclear

cess whereas

to this,

of one another -

scattering.

2.2

an electron.

independently

Complementary

as a type of scattering

whole.

they scatter

since Compton scattering

scattering

is in the “elastic”

is an inelastic

category!

pro-

A digression

is in order at this point.

Compton scattering

differential

scattering

du
dR

is described
cross

(quantum mechanically)

section,

by the

which reduces to

2e4
= (1 + cos2 8)(cm2/atom
2m2c4

- sr)

(2.3)

where
mc

2

= electron

rest mass

0 = angle of scattered

Thomson,

But this is equivalent

as hv -O!

in the limit
3

who treated

the process

brates under the influence

(or energy).

energy Compton scattering

is occasionally

implies

coherency,

model itself

but the Thomson

electric

result

obtained by

one in which the free electron
field,

and re-emits

referred

is inconsistent
model requires
- 16 -

to as Thomson

treatment,
scattering

(that is, elastic
the electron

vi-

photon radi-

Because of this historical

ation of the same frequency

even though the Thomson

to a classical

as an elastic

of the photon’s

photon

scattering

to be free!)

low
-

by

Returning
situation

B.

in question

of a photon interacting

re-emitted
tering

to the process

nuclear

scattering),

One sometimes

with the same energy.

refers

to this as “Thomson

from a nucleustf in analogy to the low energy limit

Nuclear

Resonance Scattering

by emitting

Delbruck

Scattering

Delbruck

nuclear

pair production

by annihilation

D.

Production

Typical

reactions:

a photon.

whereby

the nucleus is

The excited nucleus subsequently

of photons by the Coulomb field of a nucleus

(also called

duction followed
Photomeson

scattering

(III-B)

scattering

thought of as virtual

of Compton scattering.

a photon of equal or lower energy.

The phenomenon of the scattering
is called

scat-

(II-C)

raised to an excited level by absorbing
de-excites

we have the

with a nucleon in such a manner that a photon is

This effect is a type of inelastic

C.

(elastic

nuclear

potential

scattering).

It can be

in the field of the nucleus - that is, pair pro-

of the created pair.

(IV-A)
y+p-

x++n

y+p-

1T++ 7r- + p

-Y+p-

x’+**+n

y+n-

a-+p

etc.

- 17 -

The process

is elastic.

2.3

Minor

Processes

A.

Rayleigh
Rayleigh

Scattering
scattering

(I-B)
(also called

process

in which the incident

electron

is raised

as the incident

f’electron

photon is absorbed

to a higher energy state,

photon is then emitted,

(this is not excitation,

resonance

with the electron
the recoil

up by the atom as a whole with a very small
ligible

energy upon scattering.
Photonuclear

B.

Analogous

All such reactions

value,

dent photon.

the maximum

Compton and pair-production
too important

so the photon loses neg-

is elastic.

a nucleus can absorb a photon

the cross section increases

reaches a maximum

is smaller

state

photon is taken

photoeffect.

photon energy below which the reaction

and is attributed

reactions

to its original

of the scattered

effect for electrons,

have a threshold

In all cases,

The

(II-A)

to as the giant resonance,

nuclear

returning

emit one or more nucleons - hence, the name %uclear

For the (y, n) reaction,

(above threshold),

bound electron.

energy transfer;

The process

to the photoelectric

and subsequently

occur.

Reactions

by a (tightly)

is an atomic

and a second photon of the same energy

In effect,

however).

scattering”)

with increasing

and then decreases.

to electric

cannot
energy

This is referred

dipole absorption

of the inci-

value of the total cross section for all photo-

than 5% of the total cross section
interactions.

This process

as a means of energy absorption.

However,

of the same atom for

is, therefore,
it can result

not generally
in radioactive

nuclei.
C.

Pair Production
This process

of a nucleus.

in the Field of an Electron

is easier to understand

Thus,

(III-A-b)

after discussing

even though it is a minor

- 18 -

effect,

pair production

it will be discussed

in the field
later.

It

2.4

Major Processes

A.

Photoelectric

Effect

(I-A)

In the atomic photoeffect,
atom.

a photon disappears

One should not visualize

electron,

but rather

type interaction
mentum will

this interaction

and an electron

as occurring

between a photon and an atom.

In fact,

is ejected from an

between a photon and an
a complete

cannot occur between a photon and a free electron

absorption

since linear

mo-

not be conserved.

Proof:

p, E=T+mc*
d-1767AlO

5 = momentum

of electron

mc2 = rest mass of electron
T = kinetic

= 0.511 MeV

energy of electron

E = total energy of electron
i? = momentum

of photon (k= 1%1 = h/A = hv /c,

in c = 1 units,

so that if we work

k = hv > 0)

In c = 1 units,. the energy and momentum

of a photon have the same magnitude.

Hence,
Conservation

of Momentum:

Conservation

of Energy:

k =5

k + m = E .

AlSO

E2 = p2 + m2 (invariance

- 19 -

law).

Hence
(k + m)2 = k2 + m2
=k2+m2+2mk
This implies

2mk = 0, hence either

m = 0 or k = 0, which contradicts

tions that m = mc2 = 0.511 MeV and k > 0.

linear

momentum

is not conserved.

Even though the nucleus must absorb the momentum,

it acquires

very little

kinetic

Thus,

the assump-

energy due to its large mass.

Now clearly,

the photoelectric

an energy higher
a series

effect can occur only if the incoming

than the binding energy of the electron

of jumps in the curve of the absorption

responding

coefficient

to the binding energy of the different

approximately

by Moseley’s

to be removed.

shells.

(or cross

photon has
We thus have

section),

These energies

cor-

are given

law:
E = 13.6 &(eV)
n2

(2.4)

where Z = atomic number
u = screening

constant

n = quantum number of orbit such that n = l-

K series

n=2Note that Moseley’s
screening

law is essentially

L series,

etc.

the energy of a Bohr orbit,

modified

by a

constant.

The screening
As an example,

constant

is approximately

we can use Moseley’s

3 for the K-shell

law to calculate

the K and L absorption

of lead (Z = 82), to get:
K-edge

(n= 1)-E

eV = 85 KeV

= 13.6
25

L-edge

(n = 2)-

E= 13.6

(8222

- 20 -

and 5 for the L-shell.

eV=20KeV

edges

Whereas,

the actual values are:
K -edge:

88.005 KeV

L1-edge:

15.855 KeV

L2-edge:

15.205 KeV

i L3-edge:

13.041 KeV

..

L-edge:

We see that the L-edge actually

consists

of three different

numbers,

as required

by the quantum numbers
n= 2, l= 1, j = 3/2

(P-state)

j = l/2
1 = 0, j = l/2
Because a third

body (the nucleus)

makes sense that photoelectric
energy of the electron.
those electrons
electrons.

(S-state)

is required

absorption

should increase

That is, the probability

most tightly

bound.

The order of magnitude

for momentum
rapidly

of this interaction

About 80% of the interactions
of the photoelectric

conservation,

it

with the binding
is highest for
involve

atomic-absorption

the K-shell
coefficient

is
- Z4,‘( h,)3

low energy

-Z’/hv

high energy

‘w

That is, the photoelectric
much more slowly

section decreases

with increasing

photon energy

at high photon energies.

The vacancy created
by outer electrons

cross

falling

by the ejection

of an electron

into it (de-excitation)

by
a.

emission

of fluorescent

b.

Auger electron

C.

or both .

radiation,

emission

- 21 -

or

from the inner shells

and this process

is filled

may be accompanied

The competition
electron

between the emission

is described

by the K fluorescence

of K x-ray

quanta emitted

x-ray

be emitted

will

elements.

per vacancy

yield,

and the emission

of an Anger

which is defined as the number

in the K shell.

The probability

that a K

and nearly

zero in low-Z

is nearly unity in high- Z elements

4

Now, this brings
should be considered

up an interesting
as a process

by means of a photoelectric
Auger process,

interaction,

process

conversion

conversion”

electron

a virtual

above,

In addition,

- provides

enough by internal

experimentally

conversion

within

in a 0 -0

photons by the nucleus,

or not the Auger process

fluorescent

decreases

x-ray

in importance

with Z4 (to Z5)!
the nuclear

“converts,

Thus,

Clearly,

it appears

the nuclear

transition,

the

improb-

analog to the Auger process-

is not due to an “internal
0 transition

that the O-

I1

as Z increases.

evidence to support the conclusion

(or the Auger electron)

effect. ‘I It is observed

of whether

before it escapes the atom.

increases

able that this is what happens.
“internal

question

whereby

from the discussion

But, the photoelectric

called

of a K x-ray

volume,

that the

photoelectric

proceeds

readily

although the emission

is completely

forbidden

of

according

to

quantum mechanics.
B.

Pair

Production

Pair production
electron-positron
vation

(III-A)
is the mechanism

pair,

of momentum

also known as “materialization.

and energy prevents

must be a nucleus or an electron
of-mass

system,

by which a photon is transformed

the threshold

present

this from

” The principle
occurring

for this process

for the materialization

into an

in free space.

to happen.

process

of conserThere

In the center-

is obviously

2mc2 =

1.022 MeV.
For the reaction
vation

Ml + M2 -

of energy and momentum

M2 + M4 + MS + Q, it can be shown from
that the threshold
- 22 -

energy for the reaction

conserin the

laboratory

system

is
lab
= +$g
Tth

when M2 is at rest.

[Q - 2(M1 + M2i3

In the pair production

interaction

(y + M-M

+ m + m + Q),

Ml = 0
M2 = M3 = M
M4 = M5 = m
so that
Q = -2m(= - Tg”)
and
lab = 2m(m + M)
Tth
M
.Thus
a.

Pair production

in the field

of a nucleus of mass M:
M >> m

lab
Tth E $$ (M) = 2m = 1.022 MeV
b.

Pair production

in the field of an electron:
M=m

lab =m(m+m)=4m=2.044MeV
2m
Tth
1.

In the field of a nucleus (III-A-a)
The presence

energy transfer
neighborhood
20 MeV,

of the nucleus guarantees

to the nucleus.

The atomic

of a nucleus is proportional

one must use an “effective”

conservation
cross

to Z2.

of momentum

with negligible

section for pair production
However,

for photon energies

Z in order to account for the screening
- 23 -

in the
above

of the

true charge by atomic

For low photon energies,

electrons.

5

For high energies,

(2.5)
where X0 is the radiation
comes about in a natural
ative (bremsstrahlung)

length of the material
way in describing

processes

a high energy electron

accelerator

the values for the radiation
tion coefficients
Table 2.2:

(Kn

readily

length
due to radi-

this in Chapter 3).

is quite useful for those people who work around
(hu 1 100 MeV).

Generally,

materials,

these people know

but do not have the absorp-

Just how good the approximation

is, is shown in

for 1000 MeV)
TABLE

Material

discuss

lengths of various

available.

of radiation

the energy loss by an electron

- we will

The high energy approximation

(the definition

X,(g-

Pb

cmm2)
6.40

&(cm2
0

2.2

- g-l)

Kn(cm2 - g-l)

% Difference

0.122

0.114

7

cu

13.0

0.060

0.055

9

Fe

13.9

0.056

0.051

10

Al

24.3

0.032

0.028

14

C

43.3

0.018

0.014

29

H2°

36.4

0.021

0.020

5

The fact that a quantity,
be used to evaluate

a quantity

X0, that is defined in terms
associated

of a radiative

with pair production,

- 24 -

namely,

process,
Kn,

is not

can

coincidental.

If one writes

9

the Feynman diagrams

Pair Production

for the two processes:

Bremsstrahlung

X

X

NUCLEUS

NUCLEUS

-time

-time

176lA45

it becomes apparent that the two processes
changing the direction
particle.
cross
2.

of the arrowhead

In other words,
sections

In the field of an electron
When the recoil

system

erable energy,

that for ordinary

In this case,

the cross

pair production.

to pair production)

and bremsstrahlnng

(III-A-b)

so that the process

At high photon energies

to its anti-

the same.

is absorbed by an electron,

momentum.

under the usual rule of

of the pair production

the threshold

is 4mc2 = 2.044 MeV, and there are two electrons

appreciable

(relative

-

and also changing the particle

the derivation

are essentially

are identical

the recoiling

is generally

section for triplet
Thus,

triplet

acquiring

(electron)

has consid-

to as %riplet”

production.

production

production

except for low-atomic-number

- 25 -

and a positron

particle

referred

energy in the laboratory

is about l/Z

times

is of no consequence
materials.

-

Examples
(Fig.
..

of both pair and triplet

the positrons

(due to the magnetic

of the positron

ation in the photoelectric

radiation

because either

is relatively

small),

coefficient

contribution

due to annihilation

Compton Scattering
When an incident

not appear as kinetic
*

40-inch

annihilation

(i. e., pair
absorption

That is,

of motion of the

.

(I-C)

photon is scattered

by a loosely

kinetic

Linear

Accelerator

- 26 -

earlier,

free) electron,
this process

energy of the photon is needed in
to the atom,

However,

energy of the products.
(Stanford

bound (or virtually

As was indicated

the binding energy of the electron

bubble chamber

radi-

process,

one in that some of the initial

order to overcome

assumes

(i) is given by

the phenomenon is called Compton scattering.
is an inelastic

however,

of the total pair production

angle between the direction

where E is the energy of the electron
C.

radiation

(hv >> 2mc2)

photon and one (or the other) of the electrons

for the bremsstrahlung

applications,

is quite small.

~(1 - $)-K

Similarly,

must account for the

the Compton effect dominates

or the fraction

the “characteristic”

the energy

in the Compton case and to fluorescence

production

Finally,

in calculating

Annihilation

electron.

In most dosimetry

case.

can be neglected

correct

and therefore

interactions,

with an atomic

a role analogous to scattered

radiation

of the

field that is being applied) helps identify

one must be perfectly

from pair production

annihilation

The curvature

from the electrons.

In some applications,
absorption

are shown in the photographs*

Notice also the Compton interaction.

2.1 and 2.2).

Compton electrons

production

and therefore

the process
Center).

is treated

does
as an

?
._. :,
!
1
I
i .
/

.

1761AlV
FIG. 2.1
Pair production

in the field of a nucleus (A and B) . Compton interaction

- 27 -

(C).

Bremsstrahlung

(D).

,’

?%--

.____.--- - .--_._ _-_-.
___-- --- -_.._

D

FIG.

2.2

An incident photon (no track) undergoes pair production in the field of an electron
(triplet) at point A. The positron subsequently transfers a large amount of energy
will be discussed in Chapter 3.
to an electron at point B. This type of interaction

. ..\

elastic
..

one because this binding energy is small compared

incident.
times

This is a first

necessary

order

approximation

with the photon energy

and appropriate

for low energy photons or high Z materials

The Compton process

is described

by the following

corrections
(FBM,

diagram

are some-

page 190).

(in c = 1 units).

p,E=T+m

Conservation

of momentum:

Conservation

of energy:
k+m=E+k’

Invariance

:
E2 = p2 + m2

Hence,

E2 = (i;-E?-(T;-Et)

+ m2

(from

C. of P.)

= k2 + p2 - 2kk’ cos 0 + m2
= (k + m - k’)2
so that

m(k- k’)= kk’(l

(from

C. of E.)

- cos 0)

or
1
1
F-E=m

-A (1 - cos e)

- 29 -

(2.6)

Now, since the right-hand
..

side of this equation

we can go back to the ?~sual” notation

has

units of reciprocal

mass

energy,

by letting
2

m-mc
k -hv
k’ -hv’
which leads to the well known result

A’-A= &(I-

cos

e)

or alternately,
(~(i- cos e)
hv - hv’ = hv 1 + a(1 - cos e)

=T

where a! = hv/mc2.
It is of great practical
in any particular

direction,

dependent on hv.

importance

to note that the Compton shift in wavelength,

is independent

of hv ; whereas,

That is, high energy photons suffer

energy photons do not.

the shift in energy is very

a large energy change,

but low

For 0 = 90°,
mc2’

hv’ =

1 + mc2./hv
so that hv’ becomes a maximum

when hv -00,

and therefore

hv’ 5 0.511 MeV.
The total differential

probability,

do-/da, for a photon to make a Compton collision

such that the scattered

photon is within

Nishina

p. 102).

cross

formula
section

(ART,

a solid angle about theta,

Integrating

used in the mass attenuation
o-= z

over all angles leads to the total Compton
coefficient,

*
da
s
4r dn

where du/dAL is in barns/electron
,

is given by the Klein-

according

(barns/atom)

- sr and Z is the atomic
- 30 -

to

number.

The absorption
weighting

component

of the total differential

the total differential

the electron.

cross

section

cross

by the fraction

section is obtained by
of energy carried

off by

That is,

d”a du EJ3J
dR=- do hv
The total Compton absorption

coefficient

’

can be obtained by integration

over all

solid angles as follows:
1
da E dR
% = hv s 4a dR

or

Similarly,
angles,

one can determine

the scattering

component.

over all

we can obtain the result:
u=ua+u

2.5

When integrated

Attenuation

and Absorption

For use in calculating
quantities

photon attenuation

have been developed from the cross

in this chapter.
Chapter

S

The ICRU has given official

and absorption
sections
sanction

several

macroscopic

for the processes
to three coefficients

discussed
(see

1) :
Mass attenuation

coefficient
/.l/p = /+(T +u+

uR+K)

- 31 -

P-9)

Mass energy transfer

coefficient
(2.10)

Mass energy absorption

coefficient
I*,,/%

The units of these coefficients
7 = photoelectric

= Rayleigh

cross

(2.11)

and the symbols

are the following:

section
section

cross section

K = pair production
f = fluorescent
G = fraction

- Q/P

are cm2/g

u = total Compton cross
OR

= ,@

cross

x-ray

section

fraction

of energy lost by secondary

electrons

in bremsstrahlung

processes.
These coefficients

will be referred

Two other coefficients
tion coefficients

to and used in subsequent chapters.

often found in the literature

and are approximations

are both called

to the mass energy absorption

mass absorpcoefficient:
(2.12)
(2.13)

These coefficients
coefficients

will not be used in this monograph.

can be found in the literature.

6,798

- 32 -

Tabulations

of the various
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CHAPTER
CHARGED
3.1

INTERACTIONS

Introduction
In the previous

the transfer
will

PARTICLE

3

chapter

of significant

consider

we saw that photon interactions
amounts of kinetic

in detail the interactions

with the medium basically

atom as a whole,

(2) by collision

(bremsstrahlung).
the particle

in three different
with an electron,

of closest

in

This chapter
elec-

moving through a medium

ways:

(1) by collision

and (3) by radiative

is largely

approach

resulted

and particularly

Charged particles

The mode of interaction

and the distance

energy to electrons.

of charged particles

trons as they move through a medium.
interact

in matter

determined

of the particle

with an

processes

by the energy of
to the atom with

which it interacts.
A.

If the distance

of closest

approach is large compared

with atomic

the atom as a whole reacts to the field of the passing particle.
an excitation

or ionization

action force and the passing particle
tant encounters
B.

If the distance
teraction

is considered

of closest

approach

results

the energy acquired

a point charge.

is
inter-

These dis-

magnetic

account in the collision

as a knock-on

are identical,

Radiative

In gen-

is large compared

as a free electron

processes

with the

collision,

but

must be taken into

can still

be ignored but

exchange phenomena occur and become especially
- 34 -

.

electron

electrons.

or hard collision.

moment (spin) of the charged particle
probability.

the in-

from the atom with considerable

process,

can be treated

dimensions,

and one of the atomic

of an electron

by the secondary

binding energy and the process

if the particles

is the major

is of the order of atomic

in the ejection

energy and is often described

the intrinsic

The result

are also called soft collisions.

is between the moving charged particle

This process

eral,

The coulomb force

of the atom.

dimensions,

important

when the minimum

wavelength,
C.

of approach

is of the order of the deBroglie

A = h/p.

When the distance
the deflection

of closest

approach

becomes smaller

than the atomic

radius,

of the particle

trajectory

in the electric

field of the nucleus

is

the most important

effect.

losses and the emitted

electrodynamics

This deflection

radiation

trum up to the maximum

1.

distance

kinetic

process

(bremsstrahlung)

results
covers

in radiative
the entire

energy of the charged particle.

energy

energy spec-

But, quantum

(QED) demands that

if radiation

is emitted,

it usually

consists

of a number of low-energy

(soft)

quanta such that
C (hv)i << T (total KE of particle),
i
2.

once in a while a photon may be emitted
incident-particle

3.2

Kinematics

the interaction
Consider

the collision

can be treated
an elastic

E = T + M and momentum

*

with energy comparabIe

to the

energy.

of the Collision

We will discuss

and

Process*
process

in an intermediate

as a collision

collision

with a free electron.

between a moving particle

p, and an electron

energy region where

of mass M, total energy

at rest with mass m.

The interaction

The discussion of the collision kinematics and all subsequent probability
formulas
will be in c = 1 units.
Thus, to return to cgs units replace m or M with mc2 or
wherever they appear.
Mc2, respectively,

- 35 -

can be described

Conservation

by the following

figure

of Energy:
E + m = El + En

Conservation

of Momentum:

Invariance:

which lead to
E, = mL(E + m)

2

+ p2 cos28]

=T’+m

(E + m)2 - p2 cos28
Hence,
p

T’=2m

2

cos2e

[m + (p2 + M2)1’2]2
= K. E. of recoil
Now, T’ is a maximum

- p2

(3.1)
COS’~

electron.

when 0 = 0, so that
2
Tmax = 2m

(3.2)

m2 + M2 + 2m(p2 + My2
This formula

is identical

to Eq. (2) of Barkas

For mesons and protons,
1.

High Energy
For

we have

and Berger.

’

M>> m so that two cases are of interest:

Case:
p >>M2/m
T&*=T.
- 36 -

That is, a high energy meson or proton can be practically
collision

stopped by a head-on

with a free electron.

2.

Low Energy

Case:

For

p << M2/m
2 2m(p/M)2
T’
max

we have

= 2m -@!l-P2

= 2mq2

where

&At-

.

l-/32
That is, the maximum
only on the particle
Barkas
approximation

energy transfer

velocity.

and Berger’

point out that if the particle

Tmax = 2mT2 fails,

as a point-charge.

for a low energy meson or proton depends

This implies

the moving particle
that form-factor

Consequently,

2: 20,000 MeV.

approximation

is so great that the

also probably

effects

It should be noted that even for the muon (the particle
M2/m

momentum

will then have to be included.

closest

for most attainable

cannot be treated

in mass to the electron)

energies

the low energy

will hold.

Now for the case of the electron,

M = m, so that:
2

Thax

= 2m
m2+m2+2m(p2+m)

2 l/2

(3.3)
=*

But,

so that

- 37 -

But since the two electrons

are indistinguishable

the one with the highest energy is considered

after

the collision,

the primary

by convention

electron

and so

Tmax = T/2.

3.3

Collision

Probabilities

The differential
biblity

collision

for a charged particle

to transfer
Note:

with Free Electrons
probability

Gcol(T, T’)dT’dx

of kinetic

energy T, traversing

an energy dT’ about T’ to an atomic

In the notation

A.

Incident
For

to %ard”

Electrons

T >>rn

C = nNO(Z/A)

T-T’.
electron
Figure

(assumed free).

NOZ
duH (cm2 - g-l)
= 7

= 2Cm

that either

e2/m=

(cm2 - g-j

number

2.82 x 10

-13

cm = classical

between the primary

#col must be interpreted

interactions,

is in dT’ about T’

number = 6 X 1O23 atoms/mole

One cannot distinguish

All possible

electron

ri = 0.150 (Z/A)

No= Avogadro’s

Therefore,

dx(g- cms2),

Cross Section)

A, Z = atomic weight,

Remark:

a thickness

(c=l)

= probability

ro=

is defined as the proba-

collisions.

(Mbller

!Dcol(T, T’)dT’

where

electron

Cross Sections)

of FBM,
QcoldT’

where the H refers

(Knock-on

as leaving

radius

of electron

and secondary

one electron

at T’ and the other at

cases are accounted for with 0 < T’ < T/2,
TmU

3.1 shows an electron

= T/2.

Note that @col is symmetric

interaction

so that for electronin both T’ and T - T’.

in which T ’ is approximately

- 38 -

electron.

T/2.

I

i
I
.:;

i
i

:

,’
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B.

Incident

Positrons

(Bhabha Cross Sections)

For T >> m
tqol(T,

= 2Cm -!$

I-

= probability

that the electron

T’)dT’

$+

($]”

(3.5)
is in dT’ about T’

and
@iol(T, T’)dT’

= 2Cm

dT’
(T- T’)2

= probability

[1-

$

+($)“I”

that the positron

(3.6)

is in dT’ about T’

so that
‘I-J~~~(T,T’)dT’

= @;,l(T,
C

T’) + #J;~~(T ,T’)

= probability

that either

1

dT’

(3.7)

the positron

or the’electron

is in dTf about T’.
C.

Heavy Incident

Particles

of Spin One-Half

(e.g.,

Protons

and Muons) (Bhabha,

Massey and Corben Cross Section)
For T>>m
T,l(T.T’)dT’

= q
P

D.

Heavy Incident

Particles

+
(T’)

of Spin Zero (e.g.,

Alpha Particles

and Pions)

(Bhabha Cross Section)
For T >>m
$‘col(T,T’)dT’

=y
P

(Note:

for alpha particles

(3.9)

+
(T’)

one must multiply

assume z = 1).

- 40 -

by z2 = 4, since all formulas

above

E.

Rutherford

Formula

When T’ >> Tmax (i.e.,
above formulas

(3.4,

3.7,

distant collisions
3.8,

which is known as the Rutherford
formula

formula

It can be derived

Consider

The

+
(T’)

rather

a charged particle

(3.10)

(not to be confused with the Rutherford
-- the elastic

gives the collision

only on the energy of the secondary
particle.

= F
P

for the same process

The above expression

energy transfer),

3.9) reduce to

(fcol(T,T’)dT’

scattering

with little

probability

electron,

scattering

of charged particles).

for all particles

T’, and on the velocity

easily using classical

and depends

of the primary

mechanics.

moving past a free electron

as indicated

below:

eb =impact parameter
e

V

P

I

1767A-5

t---x--l

The momentum

transferred
5’ zz
/

We are only interested

to the electron,

p’,

i? dt (time integration
in the perpendicular

ze2b
2 3/2
(x2 + b )

Now,

x=vt
so that

dt=

$ dx

- 41 -

from

over the force)

force,

so that

F=

is calculated

since the parallel

forces

cancel,

and therefore
1j-q =

..

The energy transferred

*
/ -00

dx
v=

ze2 b
2 3/2
(x2 + b )

to the electron

2ze2
bv

is

Tl= ti2 - 2z2e2
mb2v2
or

so that

l2bdbl =

for a z = 1 charge (incident
impact parameter

m;(C92

dT’

Now, the probability

particle).

in db about b in a thickness

of a collision

with

dx is given by

NOZ
F(b)dbdx = 2a Mb A
dx = Gcol dT’dx
or
2re4 NoZ
Qcol(T, T’)dT’

dT’

=
mp2(T’)2 A

But,
r. = e2/m
and
C= sNox

z

2
r.

so that
ecol(T, T’)dT’
The derivation

of Rutherford’s

= 9
P

formula

presented

for the dependence of Qcol on the various
1.

The factor
the electron

C expresses

a2
(T’)

factors

the proportionality

density.
- 42 -

(cm2 - g-l)
above brings

out the physical

basis

in the formula:
of the collision

probability

to

2.

The factor
collision

l/p2

1/(Tf)2

parameters
3.4

Ionization

expresses

are more likely

via hard collisions.

hard collisions
most probable

on the

the fact that collisions
than collisions

with large impact

with small

impact parameters.

Loss (Enerp-y Loss by Collision)

So far we have restricted
particles

the dependence of the energy transfer

time.

The factor

3.

expresses

the discussion

In the total picture

are comparatively
energy loss.

they are unimportant,

to collision

probabilities

of charged

of charge-particle

collisions,

rare and do not have much influence

However,

this should not be interpreted

since each hard collision

carries

upon the
to mean that

away a relatively

large

amount of energy when it does occur.
The average energy loss per unit path length (also known as the average stopping
power)

from ionization

( and excitation)
dT
dx

is given by

co1

where H means J’hardl’ (close) and S means %oft7’ (distant).

This can be written

Tillax
Tl@Eol dT’ f
mm

J
H

T’ @FoldT1 (MeV-cm2-g-l)

where
@Fol =
a:01 =
H

Gcol given in the formulas
collision

cross

= energy transfer

in 3.3.

section for soft-collisions

(not derived

above which collisions

can be considered

- 43 -

here).
hard.

Although

not absolutely

$01=

@Fol

correct,

= Rutherford

let us now make the assumption

formula

that

(Eq. (3.10))

(T, T’)dT’

=9
P

Now, it can be shown from quantum-mechanics
I is the mean excitation

energy.

that T&ax/T’min

Again,

not correct,

ply above (and future)

in units of c = 1.
it does indicate

this expression

where

Thus,

dT
dx
Although

= (2mv2/q2

the general features

For particles

holds for z = 1 particle.
stopping power formulas

Now, the soft-collision

stopping power,

of the theory.

(Note:

with charge z, multi-

by z2).
as derived

by Bethe,

2

is
(3.11)

The derivation

of (3.11) will not be presented

about because of the binding of the electrons
ping power formula

as the quantity

I.

here because of the difficulty
to the atom.

Equation

that comes

This shows up in the stop-

(3.11) applies for electrons

as well

as heavy charged particles.
We can calculate
(spin zero) particle.

quite easily

the hard-collision

That is, (from

term for the case of a heavy

Eq. (3.9))

and for H <=cTkax
dTH
--),,,=
dx

y

{ln(+)

- 44 -

- p21

.

So that upon adding the soft and hard terms:
glol
This relation
filling

= Ff

[ln(2T2:2ka$

applies to heavy charged particles

the Born approximation

At this point,

certain

atomic effects.

(or density)

effect.

The first

Up to this point,

medium,

medium

for distant collisions

medium in which the particle
the electric
transfer

moves.

Another
radiation.

atoms.

effect”

important

in a condensed

the particle,

polarization

causing a decrease

and hence a decrease

of the

of the energy

in the mass

term).

treatment

densities,

however,

only for relativistic
3

of this is that of Sternheimer.

effect of the dielectric

of the dielectric

such as water

mass stopping power and hence the

constant

is the production

The density effect and the Cerenkov

treated together.

travels

constant of the medium weakens

This effect accounts for part of the relativistic

both being functions

as

This is valid to a great

the electrical

The dielectric

- this effect is appreciable,

The most extensive

process

only in the case of close collisions.

the lower density phase has a higher

by distant collisions.

erally

the collision

When the electron

isolated

to correct

is known as the polarization

in case of a medium in two phases of different

name “density
velocities.

and isolated

field acting at a distance from the atom,

stopping power (soft-collision

and vapor,

of these effects

we must consider

to atoms located far from

Thus,

must be made to the basic formula

is a gas.

the atoms can be considered

However,

(M>>m) with energy and charge ful-

we have considered

between the charged particle

extent when the absorbing

(3.12)

condition

modifications

for various

occurring

- 2p2} (MeV-cm2-g-l)

constant

3
- 45 -

correction

of Cerenkov
to energy loss

light are interrelated,

of the medium,

and hence,

are gen-

A second smaller
contribute
velocity

correction

is necessary

because the atomic

less to the stopping power if the particle
of the electron

in its orbit.

velocity

This shell correction

for low energy heavy charged particles

electrons

is comparable

to the

can be as much as 10%

but is less than 1% for electrons

greater

than 0.1 MeV and is a maximum

of -10% at an electron

2 keV.

Consequently,

are generally

shell corrections

will

of energies

energy of about

ignored for electron

stopping

powers.
Considering
singly-charged

all of these corrections,
particle

g),,,

heavier

= S$!

the final stopping power formula

than an electron

(In(“,;‘;:k)-

for a

is

2p2 - 6 - II)

(MeV-cm2-g-l)

(3.13)

where
6 = density effect correction3
U = shell correction
Equation

(3.13) is equivalent

The overall
1.

picture,

The initial
starts

2.

behavior

decreasing

The logarithmic

creases).

of the ionization

proportional

and Berger.

loss,

given by Eq. (3.13),

the factor

region (as the maximum

l/(1

It occurs approximately

tends to flatten

become increasingly
2

-g

-1

is that it

- p2) causes a slow increase

effective

The point at which the slope of dT/dx

The increase

1

to p2.

term containing

mum ionization.

2 MeV-cm

to Eq. (1) of Barkas

then, is as follows:

in the relativistic

3.

term3

impact parameter

changes is known as mini-

at Tmin - 3M.

out into a plateau as the polarization

more significant.

.
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in-

This plateau is of the order

effects
of

Finally,

one can go through a similar

In particular,

trons.
correct.

the soft collision

7

(ln[*]

for incident

electrons

!#Eol, as given by Bethe,

formula

One need only to use the proper
glol=

analysis

hard collision
+ F&(r)

- 8)

formula

and posi2

is still

to obtain:
(3.14)

(MeV-cm2-g-l)

where
F-(T) = 1 - p2 + [r2/8
for electrons

- (27 + 1) In 2]/(7

(3.15)

+ 1)2

and
lo
+
4
(7 +2)3
(7 +2)2

F+(r) = 21n2 for positrons

1

(3.16)

and where
TE T/m
6 = density effect correction3

Stopping power values using Eq. (3.14) have been published
Seltzer.
3.5

Stopping Power (LET)

For some applications
dimensions

the energy deposited

about its track

by a charged particle

is of interest.

of fast knock-on

mean collision

electrons

loss for electrons
~~(7, A) = p2
2Cm

and positrons
{ln[%]

the region of interest

The expression

(delta rays).

in a region

of

The basic stopping power formula

is used but we must exclude the energy escaping from
form

and

4

Restricted

specified

by Berger

(LETA)
+ Fi(T$A)

in the

for the restricted

is:
-‘I

(3.17)

for electrons
F-(7, A) = - 1 - p2 + In [(T - A)A]
+ [~~/2

+ (2~ + 1) ln(l

- 47 -

+ T/(T - A)
- A/T)]

/(T + 1)2

(3.18)

and for positrons
F+(T, A) = ln(~A) -

5A2,‘4 + IT + ‘)(’
+ A - 7+2

P/T

(7 + l)(r + 3) A4 - .A3/3

In this formulation

A is the kinetic

region of interest.

(3.19)
I

energy of the delta ray which just escapes the

For an electron

mum energy transferred

+ A4/4

+ 2j3

(7

+ 3)A - lA313)
(7 + 212

of energy T passing through matter

to delta rays is r/2.

By inserting

A = 7/2

the maxi-

in the above

equation for L-(7, A) it can easily be shown that
L-(7,7/2)
which is also called LET,
3.6

= g

) co1

(or unrestricted

,

stopping power).

Compounds
Often one needs to know the stopping power of compounds

elements.

Stopping power can be calculated

additivity

Since the Bragg additivity
electronic

configuration

be involved

3.7

approximation

than pure
using Braggs

rule:

where ej is the weight fraction

percent

to a first

rather

rule does not take into account the change of the

in going from

Gaussian

be most serious
Fluctuations

an element

These errors

in the calculation.

and will

Particles

of element j.

will

to a compound some error
normally

be of the order of a few

for low energies.

in the Enerq

Loss by Collision

of a given kind and of a given energy do not all lose exactly

amount of energy in traversing
loss is a statistical

will

a given thickness

phenomenon and fluctuates
- 48 -

of material.

the same

The actual energy

around the average value as calculated

Only heavy charged particles

above.
.- .

electrons

will

lose energy substantially

Let w(To, T, x)dT represent

be considered

by radiative

Rossi

collisions.

the probability

has an energy in dT about T after traversing

here since high energy

that a particle
a thickness

of initial

energy To

of x(g- cmm2) of matter.

gives the following
w(To, T,x+dx)

equation for w(To, T, x):
00
- w(To, T, x) = -w(To, T, x) J- @col (T, T’W’
0
m
w(To, T + T: x) Gcol(T + T: T’)dT’
+dX
J0

(3.20)

where
@col(T,TI)
With the following
1.
2.

kcol’$

= 0 for

T’ > Tm=

and w(To, T,x) = 0 for

assumptions:
T
T’ @col(T, T’)dT’
=
1co1 J 0

Ta = TO - xkcol

T >To.

= constant

= average energy at x

3.

ecol(T + TI T’) = (P,,fL

4.

o(To, T + T: x) varies

T’) = Qcol(T’) O&Y

only slightly

of T’ about T, and neglect terms

so that one can expand in a power series
beyond second order.

One obtains
&=k
8X

1 2 a2w
&i
co1 cYT+ZP
2

where

To solve this,

we introduce

the Fourier

transform

pair

J(x, a) = -&

11,(x,

T)ewia! T dT

4x,

J -IG(x,

a) e

T) = -&

-49

-

iff Tdor

(3.21)

where we have temporarily

The Fourier

dropped the To for convenience.

of Eq. (3.21) is:
z=iak
. *. ;(~,a)

co1

=W(O,a)

exp

1

c-3

(iakcol
C

2 2,
PUW
- ip2cz2

)I
x

Now,
~(0, T) = 6(TO- T)

(i.e.,

single incident

particle

of energy To)

so that
Zi(0, (Y) = &[~8(To-

T)eeirYTdT

Therefore,

[(
-

ia T, + i

where
Ta=To-xkco,
And,

= $[I

exp [- (iaTa

where we have completed

+ + p2a2x)-) eiaTda

the square.
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= --&

esiaTo

transform

Now,

this integral

can be accomplished

by choosing the rectangular

contour

iy

A

-R+ i (T-T,)

R+i (T-T,)

P2X
u

P2X
?

I

-x

-R

R

I

By Cauchy’s

theorem,

the integral

around this closed path is zero because the inte-

grand is analytic at every point within
grals

along the vertical

and on C.

As R becomes very large,

parts are seen to approach zero,

=

=

d-J
-2
p2x

and it follows

the inte-

that

00
e-u2 du

-m

d-277
P2X

where

Hence
w(To, ‘I’, x) =

(3.22)

Therefore,

when all of the above conditions

w at the depth x is a Gaussian function

are fulfilled,

the distribution

of T with a maximum

function

at Ta and having a

half- width of
cr=p
The most probable
is a maximum.

energy is defined as the value of T for which the function

for spin zero particles,

could have been used as well),

Eq. (3.9),

(T’)2

2CmT&@Fol(T, T’)dT’

dT’ =

= 7

0
From

P2

experiment,

expressed

(the other

we have, *

00

p2=

o(To, T, x)

We see that this occurs at T = Ta, as expected.

H formula
Now, using the @,,l
formulas

G

the conditions

for the validity

of the Gaussian solution

can be

by saying that
Tmax<< o << Ta (or To - Ta)

so that

In other words,

we have a Gaussian distribution

provided

that

is large.

*

The expression for p2 contains the factor (T1)2, whereas the expression for kc01
distant collisions
are much less important in
contains the factor T’. Therefore,
the computation of p2 than they are in the computation of kcol, and we assume that
@co1 --~#~~l for all values of T’ down to T’ = 0.
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For thin absorbers
large),
3.8

(i.e.,

small x) and/or

G is not a large quantity
Landau Fluctuations

differential

mathematical

task.

solution

one cannot replace

Eq. (3.21),

the integredifferential

transforms,

as Gaussian.

Eq. (3.20) by

of w becomes a difficult

La’ndau’ has obtained a solution

equation that is valid when G is less than about 0.05.

has been given by Symon.

is obtained from the most probable
EP= To - Tp = 7

where j is a function

the fluctuations

and the determination

Using Laplace

the integro-differential
complete

and one cannot consider

(so that Tmax is

in the Energy Loss by Collision

When G is not large,
the partial

high energies

The most probable

energy,

is the density effect correction.

A

energy loss, E ,

T
’
(3.23)

[ln((~~~~~~~~'~~j]

of the parameter

of

G and of the particle

For high energy particles

velocity

/3, and where 6

traversing

a thin absorber

(i.e. , G 5 0.05)
3‘-0.37
Now, since the probability
fer,

of collision

decreases

with inereasing

energy trans-

that is,

9fjIoldT’ = --$- ,
the energy-loss

distribution

side, corresponding

is asymmetrical

to infrequent

collisions

with a long tail on the high-energy
with large energy transfer.

This is

called the Landau distribution.
3.9

Radiative

Processes

The treatment
strahlung)
occurs.

of electron

is influenced
Radiative

and Probabilities
energy loss by radiative

by the distance

photon emission

(brems-

from the nucleus at which the radiative

energy loss is caused by an acceleration
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(generally

loss

in the form

of a change in direction)
field

of the charged particle
If the distance

of a nearby nucleus.

nuclear

radius

( > 10

-13

considered.

of approach

with the atomic

is of the order

radius

is of the order of the nuclear
cesses take place at distances

a third process

whereby

electrons

the distance

As it turns out, in practice

radius.
far from

with the
-8
(( 10 -1,
On

of the nucleus.

of the atomic

of the field of the nucleus by the atomic

One might consider

of the electric

is large compared

that of a point charge Ze at the center

the other hand, if the distance
the screening

of approach

cm) but small compared

the field can be considered

larger,

under the influence

radius,

or

must be
of approach

radiative

pro-

the nucleus so that we do not need to con-

sider this.
According
Rossi5)

to the theory

developed by Bethe and Heitler8

based on the Fermi-Thomas

radiative

process

atomic

depends on the recoil

effect of screening

on a radiative

E(= T + m) produces

model the influence

momentum

process

in which an electron

of the electron

may be neglected.

is large,

y is small and the screening

is nearly

about hv in traversing
expression

dx(g-cmV2)

can be written

given here for two cases,

of initial

When the energy E

When the electron

complete.

no screening

energy T to produce a photon in d(hv)

The radiation

and complete

that E >>m.
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energy

Since the probability,

is dependent on the screening

for this probability.

total energy

by the quantity:

energy.

y is large and the screening

of kinetic

The

’

is small,

Grad(T, hv) d(hv)dx for an electron

on a

-I/3

mhV
?‘= loo E(E-hv)
function

of screening

by

of the atom in the process.

a photon of energy hv is measured

It is seen that y is an explicit

(and summarized

screening

effect,

probability

no single
will

be

with the restriction

No screening

(y >> 1)
= 4a !!qql~+
A

@;a,(T,hv)dthv)

($X]

X [1n(s)-+](cm2-gS1)
Complete

screening

(y z 0)

NO 2 2 d(hv)
hv) d(hv) = 4 a yq-- z r.
hv

dfad(‘L

x [In 183 Z -lj3]
Note:

(3.25)

+ f $1

(cm2-ge1)

(3.26)

El = E - hv
E =T+mzT
a! = fine structure
n = refers

to %ucleus.‘l

These probabilities
only for elements

are derived

error

production

predicted

by the theory.

atomic

electrons

is proportional

Experimentally

from high Z materials

(again,

however,

energy is such that screening
of the atom together),

the probability

error

can

it has been found that bremsof 5 to 10% higher

is also possible
incident

may be neglected
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The absolute

is of the order

we only consider

which is valid

of high Z it can be shown that

to (Z/137)2.

energy loss by charged particles

electrons

electron

For elements

only by measurement.

strahlung

Radiation

using the Born approximation

where Z/137 << 1.

the Born approximation
be determined

constant = l/I37

in the field

electrons).

(and considering

of radiative

than

of the
If the
all of the

energy loss is given by

Therefore,

.-

the total probability

is:

@radd(hv)
= [@Fad
+ @Fad]
WV)
NO
=4ci--&Z(Z+l)riv

[ l+
(3.27)

For complete

screening

(and considering

@zad(T,
hv)
d(hv)
=

NO

4~2. A

all of the electrons

Z r.2 dohy

[1 +(#

_ $9

of the atom together),
[h

144o z-2/3]

(3.28)
Neglecting
following

the l/9

(Et/E)

term the ratio

of @~ad/@~ad is proportional

to l/Z.

The

table gives some comparisions:
Table 3.1
1

Z
@Fad’@zad

1.40

q(MeV)

nuclei

q(MeV)

electrons

(77 = energy required

@iad

+

4a2

0.0122

490.

105.

19.3
24.

to obtain 90% of asymptotic

@Ead

C

z

0.129
40.

value of Grad.)

energy losses in the field

only for very high energy electrons
=

92

87.

It is obvious that radiation

(Praddthv)

10

in low Z materials.

of electrons

are important

We can therefore

write

WW
3

Z(Z+t)r2,

p

([1 +(sr

- $$$][ln183Z-1’3+$

f])

(3.29)

where*
6 = z (@;,d/lp;,d)
*

’

The term 6 for most materials is a small correction.
The latest estimates indicate
0.88 <[Cl. 04 for materials between Pb and Mg. Therefore 5 = 1 is good to a first
approximation.
4
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.
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I767A80

FIG. 3.2
The incident photon beam direction is indicated by the arrow.
Bremsstrahlung.
The Compton interaction at A produces an electron which loses a large fraction
photon probably undergoes
of its energy by radiation at B. The bremsstrahlung
a Compton interaction at C.
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Radiative
increase

energy loss by an electron

in curvature

netic field)

indicates

not leave a track

3.10

of the incident

Radiative

Enerq

The bremsstrahlung

3.2.

The sudden
of a mag-

photon emitted

does

makes a Compton interaction.

energy loss of an electron

Length
passing through

stated in the previous

section.

matter

can be calcu-

Thus the energy lost

is:
grad

= lT

If we neglect radiation

hv erad(T,

in the field

the case of -no screening

hv) d(hv) (MeV-cm2-g-l)

of electrons

(m<<E<<137 mZ

(

-l/3

and for complete

screening

dT
dx

i.e.,

.

erad = #zad),

WC
B -net for

)

No 2 2
4a A Z r. E In (2

Note:

shown in Fig.

path (under the influence

Loss and the Radiation

lated from the probabilities
by radiation

electron

a large energy loss.

but apparently

The radiative

is clearly

- i)

(MeV-cm’-g-l)

1
) + isi

1

(3.30)

(E >>137 mZ-1’3)
-l/3

No 2 2
= 4o A Z r. T

(MeV-cm

2

-g

-1

)

(3.31)

length.

From

T=E.
It is convenient

at this point to introduce

the concept of radiation

Eq. (3.31) above it can be seen that at high energies
dT = -K &
T
(we have now included the minus sign to indicate
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loss).

Thus:

where K is a constant for any given absorber.
loss will decrease

exponentially

which the incident

electron

Consequently,

with distance

kinetic

the radiative

in the absorber.

energy is reduced by a factor

ative losses only) is defined as a radiation

energy

The distance
l/e

over

(due to radi-

length and is denoted by X0. * Hence

when:
-1
= e

T(x)/T(O)
Kx=l
and

x=-=x1
K
In the Bethe-Heitler

formulation

then (from

0’

Eq. (3.31)))

1
-=4ck!
xO

-l/3

1
j+iiT

1

(cm2-g-l).

(3.32)

It can be seen that in the energy region where the concept of radiation
valid (energy losses due primarily
Z2 and is independent

to radiative

Comparison
Comparison

the radiative
*

to

electrons

and a correction

for the Born ap-

we get:5

-=1
xO

3.11

1/X0 is proportional

of energy.

If we include the effect of atomic
proximation

processes),

length is

NO
4crxZ(Z+l)ri

ln(183Z

-l/3

)

1+ 0.12(&,”

of Collision

and Radiative

EnerpV Losses for Electrons

of the energy loss equations for collision

processes

(3.33)

(cm2-g-l)

shows first

that while collision

processes

with those for

energy loss increases

with

Dovzhenko and Pomanskii’
derive, in accordance with current theoretical
and
experimental
ideas, values for the radiation lengths and the critical
energies of
common materials.
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Z, radiative

energy loss increases

with Z2.

with ICE (for T > m) while radiative
energies,
creases,

the radiation
collision

two are equal.

losses increase

energy loss predominates.

This critical

energy,

energy can be approximated

of radiative

with E.

losses increase

Therefore

energy de-

until at a certain

losses predominate.

at high

energy the

This energy is

~0.

l O=
The ratio

collision

As the electron

energy losses become significant

Below this energy collision

called the critical

Secondly,

to collision

(zYY.2)

by4
(3.34)

MeV

energy loss is given approximately

by (FBIvI):

(3.35)
It is instructive
radiation

also to consider

length for both processes

For collision

the behavior
(see Fig.

3.3).

t=x/xo

.

of the fractional

energy losses:

where

For radiative

energy losses:

at low energies

(y >> 1)
In (z
=

at high energies

ln(183 Z-1’3)

(y z 0)
T
= z-
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- +)
+ J$

energy loss per

This shows that at very high energies

( > 1 GeV) where virtually

losses are due to radiative

processes

the fractional

is independent

material

identical

of absorbing

to 1 as shown in Fig.

and particle

3.3.

all the energy

energy loss per radiation
energy,

length

and in fact is almost

Thus:

dT =-dt
T

which leads to

as we would expect.
It is apparent from
slightly

Fig.

3.3 that the description

of radiation

dependent on atomic number when thicknesses

lengths,

are measured

and this dependence becomes less pronounced

Therefore,
production

is the photon interaction
if inanalytic

development

Z-independent

with increasing

whenever

high energy approximation

that is complementary

shower theory

and bremsstrahlung

longitudinal

in radiation
energy.

in Chapter 2, by means of the Feynman diagram,

we have demonstrated
production

phenomena is only

the approximation

interactions

the distance

is commonly

is made that only pair
one can expect that the

cascade shower will

is expressed
referred

that pair

to bremsstrahlung.

are important,

of an electromagnetic

Now,

in radiation

be essentially

length units.

to as Approximation

This

A in shower

theory. 5
3.12

Radiation

EnerP-y Losses

by Heavy Particles

Without going into the details

of heavy particle

classical

treatment

of the radiation

generally

negligible

for heavy charged particles.

mass M and velocity
(i.e. , p z 1).

loss process

radiation
will

loss probabilities,

show why these losses are

Consider

a particle

of charge e,

/3 moving past a nucleus of charge Ze, and let (1 - p) << 1

If we consider

the nucleus a point charge and assume its mass is
- 61 -

a
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*
0

.

large compared

In the proximity

actions.
a force

with M, we can neglect any motion of the nucleus during the interof the nucleus the moving particle

will

be acted upon by

5

F=&f
where b is the impact parameter.

’
(l-p2) =:

Hence the particle

will undergo a maximum

ac-

celeration
a
According
radiate

to classical

electrodynamics

this acceleration

energy where the energy radiated
2e2
-a
3

radiation

r: = e2/m (classical

2 z e2a2
will

be proportional

that radiation

square of the particle
Consequently

radius

of electron)

we see that
.

energy losses are inversely

proportional

to the

mass.

the radiative

than that of an electron

to a2 and hence

Z2e4
a 2

WW

erad(T, hv) d(hv) = Z2 ri ($7
This shows clearly

to

probability

@rad(T,hv)
Now substituting

cause the particle

per unit time is given by

From this one can see that the energy radiated
the differential

will

energy loss by any particle

by a factor

of (m/M)2.

This is what we would have expected,
appears in the complementary

of mass M will be less

process

however,

for photons -
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since the same relationship
namely,

pair production.

We

see that for muons,

the next closest

mass to the electron,

that
(Prad)

0 rad P = Qrad
1
so that for dosimetry

purposes,

we can neglect radiation

e

losses by heavy charged

particles.
3.13

Fluctuations

in the Energy Loss by Radiation

Up to this point we have assumed that the radiative
as an electron
(Eqs.

passes through

an absorber.

energy loss is continuous

Consequently

the formulas

(3.30) and (3.31)) are for average energy loss by radiation.

probability

is significant

single radiative

that an electron

process.

average for radiative
sponding probability

Therefore,

loses a large fraction

function

However,

the

of its energy in a

we expect to find a distribution

energy loss just as we did for ionization

given

loss.

about the
The corre-

is:5
[ln(TO/T)]

w(To, T, t)dT = dT
TO

(t’1n3)-1

wl)f4

where
l?(t/ln2)
This distribution
(i.e.,

T >eO).

is significant

not be undertaken

A detailed

~(~/l~)-l

when the radiative

In this energy region

cascade shower production.
no longer valid.

= tHx

energy loss process

other processes

Consequently,
treatment

at this point.

dx

Analytic

become significant,

an average radiative

of radiative

predominates

stopping power is

energy loss fluctuations

shower theory

namely

is discussed

will

in detail in

the text by Rossi. 5
3.14

Range and Range Straggling
Since heavy charged particles

less continuously

or low energy electrons

as they move through

an absorber,
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lose energy more or

they have a definite

range.

This range can be calculated
mean range R. of a particle

knowing the rate of energy loss.
of kinetic

where - -dT IS
’ given by the appropriate
dxl
mutliple

dT/( - dT/dx)

stopping power formula.

This formula

scattering.

Now, the rate of energy loss is not strictly
tical fluctuations

the

energy T is defined by:

RO(T) = j-T
0

ignores

Consequently,

as discussed

Since the energy loss process
tion is also Gaussian.

Therefore,

previously.

of ranges about the mean corresponding

continuous

but includes

there will be a distribution

to the statistical

distribution

is Gaussian for thick absorbers,

The probability

some statis-

P(R)dR of a particle

of energy loss.

the range distribu-

with an initial

energy

T having a range between R and R + dR is given by3
(3.36)

where
c2 = <(R - Ro)2>av = /=P(R)(R
-m
The quantity

<(R - Ro)a>av is generally

- Rd2dR

obtained from

of particles

penetrating

to a given distance.

distribution

the relative

number-distance

measurements

Because of the Gaussian nature of the
curve is as shown in Fig.

Distance

R, Re
1767A7

FIG.

of the number

3.4
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3.4:

The point R. where the curve of N has one-half
point at which the curve has its maximum

its maximum

slope,

- l/o&.

value

is also the

By constructing

a tan-

.gent to the curve at this point and extrapolating
tains the point Re known as the extrapolated

to the R-axis

range.

intersection

The relationship

one ob-

between Re

and the mean range R. is given by the equation for the tangent line:
(Y, - Y,) = m(x2 - x1)
l/2

- 0 = -l/q/%

(R. - Re)

or

where S is defined as the straggling

u2r
2 =;

$=

The percentage

parameter

straggling

and

<(R - RO?>av

is defined as

E~ loo/ <(R- R0)2>av
RO
=E

2
$a

RO
The percentage
until a minimum

straggling

decreases

slowly

as the initial

particle

It may be recalled

is reached at T/M = 2.5.

energy increases

that this is the same

region at which the minimum

is reached in the stopping power curve.

minimum,

reflecting

out that

E again increases
l

also increases

This treatment
the predominant
the electron

the influence

slowly with Z, varying

of particle

about 25% from

range is not applicable

energy losses result

from

energy is above the critical

of the (l-&-l

It turns

beryllium

to lead.

of bremsstrahlung.

energy for the absorbing
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term.

to high energy electrons

the production

should use a mean rate of energy loss due to collisions

Beyond this

material,

and bremsstrahlung

where
When

one
in the

above definition

of range.

the concept of electron
3.15

Elastic

10

For energies

range is meaningless

Scattering

than the critical

energy,

because of cascade shower production.

of Charged Particles

When a charged particle
a change in direction,
probability

much larger

passes in the neighborhood

referred

with energy comparable

to the kinetic

the scattering

elastic

we assume that the nucleus is very much heavier

incident

In addition

particle

and thus does not acquire

We define the differential
z(d)&

scattering

dx = probability

which deflects

probability

a thickness

kinetic

undergoes

of the particle

of a point charge,

approximation,
particles
A.

Ze, by the atomic electrons,

we can obtain the following

p and velocity
a collision

into the solid angle

dx, which depends on the nature
If we neglect the

of the medium as well as the charge and spin of the particle.
shielding

than the

direction).

3(O)&

for

to be an

energy.

of momentum

dx(g-cma2),

its original

have been derived

considered

as follows:

the trajectory

~C,Jabout 0 (from
formulas

significant

that a charged particle

/3, traversing

Various

is generally

small
energy

of the charged particle,
one.

process

it undergoes

Because of the relatively

to as scattering.

that a photon is emitted

of a nucleus,

expressions

and if we use the Born
for heavy singly charged

(c = 1 units). 5

Spin Zero Particles

(e.g. , alpha particles

1 Z22m2
= 7 Nox
r. ( pp )

3WJ

and pions)
2

CL
sin4

(e,2) (cm -g

where
No = Avogadro’s

number

m = mass of electron
r.

= e2/m = classical

electron
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radius

-1

1

(3.37)

Z = atomic
..

number

A = atomic weight
Note:
B.

for alpha-particles,
Spin One-Half

by z2 = (2)2 = 4

multiply

Particles

(e.g. , protons

and muons)
(1 - p2 sin2 (e/2)) (cm2-g-1)

This formula

is called the Mott scattering

C.

Scattering

Electron

derived

Mot?’

the elastic

scattering

from nuclei of charge Ze by employing
approximation.
Feshbach

12

By expanding Mott’s

cross

for heavy particles.

section for electron

the relativistic
exact formula

scattering

Dirac theory with the Born
in powers of (YZ, McKinley

1
=7No

Z2 2m2
dw
A r. pp
( ) sin4 (e/2)

X [l - P2 sin2(0/2)
where (Y = l/137

Z materials
Rutherford

+ n@Z(l-

= fine structure

Note: The above formula

is valid only for high velocities

For small deflections,

sin(0/2)

- e/2,

(p - 1) and for rather

and we can neglect the spin terms,

2

This equation,

as well as the previous

E.

of the Rutherford

The basic formula

e4

so

(cm2-g-1)

(3.40)

ones, are not defined at 8= O.*

Scattering

Formula

for the Born approximation

Using the Born Approximation
is given by

13

2

g&z

l<k1iulk>12

dw

(3 * 41)

(cm2/atom)

4n2A4 v2
We will

low

above become

Z2
m 2&
zte)~=4No~
r. (pp
)
Derivation

(3.39)

(cm2-g-l)

(aZ 5 0.2-Zs27)
Formula

that all formulas

sin(@/Z)) sin(f9/2)]

constant.

Scattering

*Note:

and

obtained

z(e)dw

D.

formula

(3.38)

see shortly

that

0 > el (Eq. (3.43)) due to electron
- 68 -

screening.

where

c = particle

momentum

v = particle

velocity

=6

and
<k”U’k>

= matrix
(Essentially,

exp[-@+F]U(r)

= &space

element

the Born approximation

exp[ix.?]d3r

between the initial
comes from

state ii;> and final state $7).

Fermi’s

the approximations:
1)

$i-ez’r

plane wave incident

.r

2)

$, - ,Z’

3)

H = Hamiltonian

4)

Fixed point scattering

Now, the scattering

plane wave out
of the interaction

process

= U(r) only

center. )
is described

by the diagrams,

ASYMPTOTES

-1

k
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Golden Rule No. 2 with

SO

that k=k’

(i.e.,

elastic

scattering)
2
U(r) =F

tit

and q = Ii; - i?I = 2k sin (e/2).
e -r/ra

and

(1;
-i;;i-r =S. r =qrp
where

/.l=cos+

(&G)scosp

and
r

a

=r

0

Z-li3/(r2

= ra d’lus of atom (Fermi-Thomas

model

5,22

)

Furthermore
d3r = r2 sin p dr dp d$ = 2ar2 dr +
(neglecting

the sign and assuming

azimtithal

symmetry).

So that

<k’lUlk> =Jei(t-T;i)*I‘ U(r) d3r
m 1
= 2n Ze2 JJ
o-1

.iqw
r

where x = qr and 4 = (qr,)-‘.

sinxdx=-

0

me-(x

Now, one can integrate

J*e-CX

1
2
1+1

by parts twice to obtain

( I[
=-= 1
1+(2
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r2 dr ,+

sinxdx

q2J0

= 4n Ze2

emrjra

(cos x + < sin x) e
1

1 + tsr,) -2

-tx

*
II 0

Therefore,
<k’lUlk>

And from

’

= 4n:e2
q

Eq. (3.41)
-I?4a284v2

$$dw=

I<k’IUIk>12

dw

16~~ Z2 e4
4n2

li4V2

q4

Now,
p =Bk=A/%

(de Broglie

p =v

(c = 1 units)

rO
and we can define

wavelength)

(c = 1 units)

= e2/m
e1 by

6 = a2 g3

X/r0

1

so that
r.
qra=[2ksin(O/2)]

= g

Z-1’3
2
a

sin (e/2)
1

Therefore,

rr4 Z2r20 c,,p
m
for small

piyqz

angles.
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(cm2’atom)

And,

g

z( 0) dw = >

dw = probability

per g - cm2

(3.42)

which is a form of the Rutherford

scattering

formula.

The 8 1 term accounts for the screening
by the outer electrons.
At this point,
charged particle
actions
result

of the electric

14,15

a few general
penetrates

remarks

medium,

Small net deflections

multiple

Because of this fact,

scattering

The intermediate
Secondly,
atomic

of a single large-angle

and the large-angle

large net deflec-

plus a number of very small
scattering

as

is called single scattering.

probability

in the field of the

to obtain

Z(e)

Hence,

the

scattering.

one can compute the scattering

electrons

inter-

are generally

to the small-angle

scattering

case is known as plural

whereas,

scatter

one refers

of all, when a

most of the scattering

of a large number of very small deflections;

deflections.

First

are in order.

an absorbing

lead to very small deflections.

tions are the result

field of the nucleus

even though collisions

all of the energy loss,

their

dw IT 4 No

with atomic
contribution

electrons
to scattering

Z = 10, 1% for Z = 82).
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are responsible
is fairly

small

for almost
(10% for

It should be noted that the actual process
the scattering

from atomic

for an elastic

process.

is usually

5

The finite

Ze.

the screening

does not appreciable

electrons,

and Saunderson

of the electric

14

limit

the validity

derivation

above as follows

f(0)

probability

Note that Z( 0) dw no longer diverges

of the

15

has

According

until

and Saunderson calculation

(for small angles) :

do =4No

as well

The effect of screening
and by Moliere.

under

field of the nucleus by the outer electrons

affect the scattering

shows up in the Goudsmit

sections

have been derived

e1=01z1’3 (m/p) = a 2 Z1’3 k/r0
This quantity

(i. e. , iden-

probabilities).

size of the nucleus,

range of angular deflections.

been studied both by Goudsmit
to Rossi,

made in the radiative

of its field by the atomic

to a certain

is

The net re-

principle).

by Z(Z + 1) in the cross

that have been presented

of a point charge,

as the screening

replaced

to the corrections

the expressions

the assumption

results

2

the above formula

must account for exchange effects

one to invoke the Pauli exclusion

suit is the same since Z

Finally,

whereas

by the fact that

it can only apply to heavy charged particles

interactions

require

given so far (similar

is inelastic

Furthermore,

since electron-electron
tical particles

electrons

is complicated

2
zrA

as 8-O.
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(3.43)

and in the

In order to account for the finite
..

the range of validity

of the formulas

F.

for

E(@do

= 280 A-1’3

82
We will

size of the nucleus,

make use of these limits

l6 finds that

Williams

is limited

(for large angles) by

(m/p)

(3.44)

in the next section.

The Mean Square Angle of Scattering
Assume

that a charged particle

traverses

a medium

of finite

thickness

x(g-cmV2).

The value of <e2 > at x+ dx equals the value of <e2> at x plus the mean square angle
of scattering

in dx which is5

d<e2>=Je2 z(e)dwdx
8
This may be rewritten

as:
--d<e2>
dx

- e2
S

where

=871No~ z2

r

= 16nNo Az2 r.2 (E)2
pp

In [196(Z/A)1’6

Z-1’3]

where we have assumed that
a.

z(@dw

b.

the charged particle
lisions,

C.

d.

z(e)=

given by the Rutherford

scattering

formula

(3.40),

undergoes a large number of very small angle col-

so that sin 0 - 8,
Ofor

e<e,

or

e

>

e2,

el and e2 given by Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44),

Now, the coefficient

196 (Z/A)1’6

respectively.

in the logarithm

A = 22 (low Z) and A = 2.5 Z (high Z) respectively.
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varies

from

Furthermore,

175 to 169 for
from

the

definition

of the radiation

length (see Sec. 3. lo),
N
4a! 2

-=1
x0

so that we can, to a good approximation,
ation lengths,

-l/33

Z2riln[183Z

reexpress

(

cm2-g-l)

es in units of reciprocal

radi-

to obtain
(3.45)

where Es is defined by

Es= ($f2

m= 21.2 MeV

(3.46)

Thus,
(square radians)
where dx is now expressed
If the scattering
then /3”, is constant,

in radiation

lengths.

layer is sufficiently

thin so that energy loss can be neglected,

and we find that
(3.47)

where pp is in MeV/c,

x is radiation

lengths,

and erms is in radians.

For high

energy electrons,
pp=p2E=p2(T+m)--T
to a very good approximation.

We then find that
(3.48)

Often it is more convenient

to consider

the projected

angle,

ey rather

than the total

(space) angle 0. It can be shown that5
<e;> = ;<e2>
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(3.49)

so that
(3.50)
G.

Fermi-Eyges

Theory of Multiple

The analytical
extensive

treatment

17

Fermi

and Eyges,

this treatment

of this process
A review

approximations.

Zerby and Keller.

Scattering

is very difficult

of the various

One of the most widely

high energy accelerators.

unless one makes

approaches

used computations

and is also called Gaussian

since the results

with Energy Loss

scattering.

has been given by
is attributed

We will briefly

are quite often used in shielding

calculations

to
discuss
around

18

The basic equation is the Fermi

diffusion

equation (FDE):

aF(X,Y, e )
ax

(3.51)

=

where

W= Q43P/Es
and where F(x, y, e,)dy dCJy= number of particles
(y, dy) and traveling

at x having lateral

displacement

at an angle (e,, dey)

Y

Beam #

The derivation

of this equation is given,

for example,

- 76 -

by Barkas.

19

Ww
Fourier
x -

20

solves this equation (with energy loss included)

transforms,

with the assumption

that is, the fact that a particle

than x, due to the deviations

that p,p,

by the method of

and hence W, are functions

at x has traveled

caused by scattering,

a somewhat greater
is neglected

of

distance

(a good approxi-

mation for high energy particles).
The final result

of Eyges’ mathematics

F(x,y,ey)= 4aJB
1

exp

-

is

1

O2 A2 - 2y 0 Al+y2Ao
’
4B

(3.52)

where

(3.53)

Now, if we integrate

over

6 we obtain the lateral
Y’

distribution

-

independent

of

angle :

H(x,y)dy = $ Wx, Y,
8
Y

-y2/4A,

1
= 2f12e
Similarly,

the angular distribution

By WY dy

-

irrespective

dy

(3.54)

of displacement

-

is:

w, eywy = J FN,Y, eym dey
Y

n

1
= 2a
Thus,

we get Gaussian distributions

-694A0
e y

deY

for G and H as anticipated.
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(3.55)

The mean square projected

angle of scattering

ey)dey=

<f$>=btG(x,

2~~(~) = 2

is defined by
Jx

--&IO

If we assume that the scattering
to be essentially

multiple,

medium

A?)

is thick enough to consider

but thin enough to neglect energy loss,
W = 2pp/E,

the scattering
we have

= constant

and therefore

<ez>= 2~/w2
or
(‘y)rms

15fi
= Pp

as before (see Eq. (3.50).
A more complete
single scattering
the present

treatment

as well,

of multiple

scattering,

which allows for plural
15

has been done by Moliere,

and

beyond
and Scott, 2i and is -~~

discussion.

Scaling Laws for Stopping Power and Range

3.16

As we have shown in Section 3.4,
heavy charged particle
of atomic number

the unrestricted

mass stopping power for a

of mass M, charge z, and velocity

Z, atomic

@ traveling

in a medium

weight A, and density p is of the form

fi %3& Oc(3

(z2 f(p, I)) (MeV-cm2-g-l)

where

f(P,
1)=P-2[h(S)and where the specific
1 and 2, of different

2@2]
is now indicated.

For two particles,

charge but moving with the same velocity

in a given medium,

dependence on density

- 78 -

we have

(3.57)

independent

of their

Now, to a first

individual

masses.

approximation

Hence for a charged particle

the logarithmic

of velocity

p traveling

term is a weak function
in two different

of I.

media,

a and b

we have

(3.58)

If we further

assume that
z
-NA

Then

1
2

b
1 dTa
- 1 dT
-_
1
1
p dx co1 - p X co1

Thus,

to a good approximation

materials

is due to their

measured

in g/cm2.

the only difference

(3.59)

in the shielding

This suggests that absorber

densities.

The range of a heavy charged particle
R(cm) =

J

is given by

0
(- d$lx)

TO
Now,
T = (y - I)M
where

y = (1 - p2,-y2
- 79 -

power of various
thicknesses

be

so that

or

Therefore,

for two different

a given medium,

particles,

1 and 2, traveling

with the same velocity

in

we have that
(3.61)

And if we make the reasonable
then for the same particle

assumption

traveling

that F(PO, I) depends only weakly on I,

in two different

media,

a and b, we have
(3.61)

and with the further

approximation

that Z/A = l/2,

we have
(3.62)

as we have previously
Finally,

indicated.

there is another convenient

power for heavy particles
approximate

way to scale the unrestricted

having the same charge.

Consider

stopping

Eq. (3.13) in the

form
--1 dT
)
p dx co1

From the relativistic

(3.63)

equations
E=

yM=T+M

and
y2 = l/l-P2
- 80 -

so that Eq. (3.63) becomes

which suggests that the stopping power curve for different
will

be essentially

in Fig.
minimum

particles

the same when plotted against the ratio T/M.

3.5 using the stopping power data of Barkas
occurs at about T/M = 3, as previously

- 81 -

and Berger.

indicated

of the same z
This is illustrated

1

Notice that the

in Section 3.4.

L

(, -6-,UJWW)

ElMOd
-

+

3NlddOlS
82-

+
X
+

X
0
X
+
0
X
0
X

8

0-
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CHAPTER

4

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
4.1

IN MATTER

Introduction
The quantity

“absorbed

4 and 5) is a macroscopic
ture and pressure.
concentration
ferences

dose” as defined by the ICRU (see Section 1.2,
concept like other physical

It is useful because it specifies

near the point of interest.

in biological

responses

that local energy densities
instances.

However,

to equal absorbed

and microscopic

For some radiations

ferent from the absorbed dose.

doses of different

When the mass element

it can be very much larger

of charged particles

traversing

the

becomes very

passing through m are no longer
of instances.

than D.

When Z is

These great fluctuations

in Z come about because energy is lost by charged particles
Thus the local energy density

dif-

The difference

comes about as one shrinks

averaged out and in fact Z will be zero in the majority
moreover,

can be significantly

E/m where E is the energy deposited

the energy losses of the charged particles

not zero,

in some

1.1.)

dose D(= AED/Am)

mass element about the point of interest.

radiations

are important

Its symbol is Z and it has units of ergs/g.

between Z and the absorbed

small

it is obvious because of the dif-

the local energy densities
(See Fig.

such as tempera-

in a single number the energy

distributions

The local energy density is the quotient
in a mass element m.

quantities

items

in discrete

steps.

in a small mass element will depend on the number
the mass and the amount of energy each happens

to lose during the traversal.
In this chapter we will

discuss

and energy density distributions.
somewhat peripheral

linear
Although

to the calculation

energy transfer

(LET),

these processes

and measurement

- 85 -

LET distributions

are microscopic

and

of absorbed dose, they

are important
._

in understanding

the energy loss process

tween absorbed dose and radiation
4.2

Linear

Energy

medium
sorber

be-

effects.

Transfer

We have previously
and uncharged

and the relationships

discussed

particles

(Chapters

with an absorbing

is through the interactions

2 and 3) the interactions
The deposition

medium.

of charged particles

of charged
of energy in a

with the atoms of the ab-

and the average rate of energy loss is given by the stopping power formula

appropriate

for the charged particle

is an inverse

function

that as the particle

of the square of the particle

electrons

have significant

energy,

however,

probability

Consequently
Some of the

in a small mass element.

interactions

can

and deposit some of this energy outside

the mass element about the point of interest.
The collision

loss increases.

set in motion through the charged particle

kinetic

stopping power

Thus it is obvious

velocity.

slows down, the rate of energy

a large amount of energy can be deposited
knock-on

At low energies

of interest.

This is called “delta

ray” production.

is given by (see Chapter 3)
Z2
@
=
co’
p2(T’)2

where
z is the charge of the moving particle
p is the particle

velocity

(c = 1 units)

T’ is the energy transferred
Consequently
transferring
vious that,

the probability

in the collision.

for a collision

to occur is higher for a slow particle
From Table 4.1 it is ob-

small amounts of energy in each collision.
based on velocity,

the interaction

probability

for a given energy is much

greater

for a proton or alpha particle

than for an electron.

particle

or proton has a much greater

collision

electron.
- 86 -

Therefore,

the (Y-

density for a given energy than an

Table 4.1

P2
Particle
Energy (MeV)

Now consider

e-

P

a

1

.9

.002

.0004

10

1.0

.02

.004

100

1.0

.17

.06

1,000

1.0

.75

.36

10,000

1.0

.99

.9

the energy transferred

in a single collision

tron Tmax = T/2 while for the heavy particles
Table 4.2 we see, based on the maximum
probability

again is much greater

(T’).

Tmax 2 2m (p2/(1 - p2)).

energy transferred,

for the heavy particles

than for the electron.

Tmax WeV)
e-

o!

P

1

.5

.002

.0004

10

5.0

* 02

.004

100

50.0

.2

.065

500.0

3.0

1,000
10,000

5,000.0
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99.0

From

that the interaction

Table 4.2

Energy (MeV)

For the elec-

.55
9.0

As an example,

for particles

be in the approximate

of energy 1 MeV the collision

probabilities

would

ratio:
9E01 : ‘pzoi:

~~oI = 1: lo7 : 1o1O .

The points to be made are that for a given kinetic
1)

Heavy particles

2)

The energy transferred
Consequently,

are more likely

S-ray

to interact

per interaction
production

energy T,
than are electrons.

is much less for heavy particles.

is much less and the local energy deposi-

tion is much greater.
The linear

energy transfer

loss from the standpoint
“locally
refers

imparted”

(LET)

concept is a description

of the absorber.

to the absorber.

As such it considers

It is different

to the average rate of energy deposited

from

power refers

to the average rate of energy lost no matter

is deposited.

*

volume whereas

LET,

we can take this upper limit

which is equal to the stopping power.

restricted

stopping power corresponding

it

is placed on the discrete
local.

As was

as Tmax and calculate

Conversely

to a maximum

stopping

where in the absorber

energy losses beyond which the losses are no longer considered
pointed out in Section 3.5,

only the energy

stopping power in that LET

in a limited

Thus in the LET concept an upper limit

of the rate of energy

we can also calculate
energy transfer

a

less than

TAX.
4.3

Delta Rays
As we have discussed

in Chapter 3, the principal

energy loss is through collisions
These collisions
*

can be classified

for all particles

mode of charged particle

except high energy electrons.

into two types depending on the impact parameter.

The term stopping power will imply
numerically
to LET,.

unrestricted
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stopping power and corresponds

Distant

(or soft) collisions

are most probable

Near (or hard) collisions
to the secondary
collision
kinetic

Biological

discussed

in Chapter 3.

deposition

rayI1 (a-ray).

effects

(MT,

a 6 keV electron.
greater

of radiation

Ch. 11).

Hence,

are generally
volumes

particles

LET calculations

extent on the size of the mass element
distribution.

Figure

and positrons.

the difference
energies

between ‘Yree”
accuracy.
*

a &ray

The S-rays

to the range of
having an energy

Wcally

imparted.

‘I

with secondary

with energy in excess of

in the microscopic

energy

in LET depending on the value chosen

If mA is chosen equal to Tmax,

the value ob-

equal to the stopping power.

between the stopping power (LET,)

and LETA

For heavy
is small for

less than M (where M is the rest mass energy of the particle).

Since there is incomplete
having energies

to be less than 1

corresponds

produces

being considered

tained is called LEToD and is numerically

particle

estimated

The value for mA depends to a large

4.1 shows the variation

for mA for electrons

11it

dependent upon the

have excluded energy associated

mA are then treated as separate particles.

particles

considered

In tissue this distance

above a given cutoff energy mA. *

has a

is about 100 eV.

generally

if a charged particle

electron

by the

and form its own “track,

than about 10 keV, the energy cannot be considered

Customarily

is governed

When the secondary

This energy limit

of energy in microscopic

pm in diameter

a large amount of energy

The amount of energy transferred

energy that is large enough to cause ionization

is called a “delta

in small energy transfers.

on the other hand can transfer

electron.

kinematics

and result

knowledge

of the rate of energy loss of electrons

below a few keV (the process
electrons)

In addition,

The LET formula

can no longer be treated

only LET,.,, can be calculated

to any significant

the choice of the value A is rather

(Eq. 3-17) is in terms

of T = T/m,

- 89 -

arbitrary.

as a collision
degree of
Consequently

thus A is in units of m.

1.0

rrrr

- T=lOOO MeV

0.8
0.6

I

P

(a)

0.1

0.4

0.01
0.001

0.2
yd

,,,,,

, , ,, j

0

1.0
0.8
0.6
P
0.4
0.2
0 t I I1111111
0.000 I
0.001

I I I ,,ll,l
0.01
9

0.1

, 1 ,;j
1.0
1767A30

FIG. 4.1
The ratio P= LETJLET,
of electrons (a) and
positrons (b) as a function of g=mAjT.
For
electrons g i 0.5; for positrons g Il. 0.
(Ref. 3.)
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only LET,

has significant

purposes
4.4

of radiation

protection

LET Distributions
Linear

meaning in dosimetry

(ART,

energy transfer

of a particular

the quality

energy.

factor

(QF) is related

The application

of LET to dosimetry

traversing

This energy spectrum

bution in the absorbing
an understanding
radiation.

a mass element

of charged particles
A knowledge

medium.

of how the microscopic

The LET distributions

LET,

L, per unit LET interval.

track

in the LET interval

of particle

Hence, T(L)dL

D(L)dL

expresses

Related to the second method is the definition
per unit volume

in the LET interval

N(L) = -y(T)
y(T) is the electron

varies

can lead to
with the incident

different

the relative

(dL/dT)-1

the relative

ways.

amount of

D(L) at a given LET,
absorbed

of the energy dissipated

is negative

(4.1)
resulting

The term (dL/dT) -’

LET (Eq. (3.17) and (3.18)).
since L is a decreasing
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N(L)L dL

(cm -2 - LET-l)

fluence at energy T per energy interval

for electron

dose de-

between L and L + dL, where’

of a given dose of X or y radiation.

becausedL/dT

is mono-

lead to a LET distri-

of dose delivered

between L and (L + dL).

sign arises

radiation

between L and (L + dL).

in the LET interval

from the formula

will

expresses

livered

derived

by the

track length T(L) at a given

Then,

the absorption

is complicated

in several

L, per unit LET interval.

from

by a particle

of the LET distribution

can be expressed

A second method is to define the fraction

The function

only.

exposed to a particular

energy distribution

One method is to define the fraction

by electrons

for

to LET,

is the average rate of energy deposition

will not have the same energy (even if the incident

energetic).

Therefore,

Ch. 3)

fact that all charged particles
radiation

applications.

is

The negative

function

of energy.

It can be seen from
i

the definitions

that the three expressions

are interrelated.

Thus,
D(L) =

L

.

N(L)L

(4.2)

maxN(L)LdL
/ L
min
Also,

if one assumes that the total track

within the absorbing

considering

this by L yields

a volume of unit mass,

an energy representation

it also represents

LKT(L)dL
This leads to a discussion
track

of unit mass

medium is K, then the length of track between L and L + dL is

Multiplying

KT(L)dL.

length laid down in a volume

= D(L)dL

dose.

and since we are
Therefore,
(4.3)

.
Since T(L) is a fractional

of average values of LET.

length,
L
/

the track average LET.

(Note:

max LT(L)dL

(4.4)

= zT

Lmin

Now from Eq. (4.3) we have;
L max
D(L)dL
JL .
= 71
Lmln
K =
LT
max LT(L)dL
/
Lmin

Since D(L) is defined as a fraction,

$D(L)dL

D(L) = LT(L)
LT

.

We can also find the dose average LET
L
max
LD(L)dL
-F;,= /
Lmin
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= 1.)

(4.5)

This leads to
(4.6)

(4.7)

And the number average LET
L
LN(L)dL
J L max
.
Lmm

xN=

(4.8)

/ L max N(L)dL
min
These average values of LET can be used to determine
inactivation

cross sections

oe and Re are proportional
function

(ue) and effective

+ r2L2 +.

that

let us assume that RBE is a

of LET that can be expanded in a power series,
r(L) = r. +rlL

as effective

RBE (R,) under the assumption

For example,

to LET.

such quantities

i.e. ,

. .

(4.9)

and
Re = ;-L

(4.10)

D(L) r(L)fJL
min

Then
R, = jLmax
L
min

r. D(L)dL

+

f

L max rlLD(L)dL

+f

min

4.5

+ . . .

min

=

-

Re=ro+rlLD+r2LD+.
where ED and ED are the first

max r2L2D(L)dL
L

(4.11)

. .

and second moments

of D(L).

Event Size
At this point,

by Rossi’

it is useful to briefly

discuss

the concept of event size Y defined

as the energy Ey deposited in a spherical

volume

of diameter

d divided

by d; that is,
(4.12)

Y = Ey/d
In the idealized

case of straight

stant value in spheres
&ray

production,

of different

Y is generally

particle
sizes.

tracks

having uniform

Actually,

not constant.
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LET,

because of track

This variation

Y has a concurvature

in Y expresses

and
the

general

inadequacy

of specifying

event size Y has a certain
which will be discussed
If we consider
versed

local energy deposition

relationship

of LET,.

The

to the LET and to the local energy density

in Section 4.6.

a path length x through a spherical

by particles

in terms

of uniform

LET,

volume of diameter

L, then the energy deposited

d tra-

in the volume

EY=Lx
and
Y = L(x/d)

.

(4.13)

Hence,
Y
4.6

Local Energy Density

max

on an absorbing

defined in Section 4.5.
If we consider

medium.

It is directly

of unit density

is related

toY(keV/pm)

size Y occurs in a sphere of diameter
equal to (l/6) .d3.

of interest

It also has a special

an absorber

energy density (ergs/g)

(4.14)

(Z) (ART)

Local energy density is the quantity
effects

=L

in the discussion

related

of radiation

to LET and event size Y as

relationship

to absorbed

material,

an increment

dose.
AZ of local

and d@m). When a single event of

d, the energy deposited

is Yd in a volume

Thus,

nz=

Yd
+rd3

or
AZ = 3060(Y/d2)
It should be noted that if the radiation
represent

a very appreciable

maximum

local energy density,

or protons

of various

energies

(4.15)

(erg/g).

is of high LET and d is small,

local energy concentration.
AZ, ina lpmsphereof
assuming

L = LET,.

Figure

AZ will

4.2 shows the

tissue traversed

by electrons

These curves have been cal-

culated from Eq. (4.14) and (4.15) which give AZ = 3060 L for x = d = 1).&m.
- 94 .
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a
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To compare
single particle

the incremental

local energy density

with absorbed dose rate,

consider

(e- or p) with energy of 1 MeV are incident
R = 1 Rad/hr.
the electron,

We consider

a tissue

LET6 = 0.14 keV/jm

AZ from

the following

on tissue.

Particles

mA = 6 keV.

(using Fig. 4.1 and LET,

Now for

= 0.19 keV/pm). 3 For

Using these numbers

Eq. (4.15) and (4.14) and subsequently

energy deposition.

situation.

of a

The absorbed dose rate is

sphere of d=lpmandlet

the proton LET6 = LET,,, = 30 keV/jm4.
maximum

rate for the traversal

we can calculate

determine

the

the rate of

This is done in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Comparison

Particle

of Energy Deposition

(erg/f-set)

-2

2.8 x 10

P

2.8 x 1O-2

Note:

R = 1 rad/hour,

Since AZ represents

AZ/t
(erg/g-set)

430

2.85 x lOlo

3.5 x lo-l5

1.2 x 1o17

9.2 x lo4

1.38 x 10’

7.2 x lo-l4

1.3 x lo16

Particle

Energy = 1 MeV.

the energy deposition

the local energy deposition

Dose Rate

Time to
Traverse
lpm
tsec)

Particle Vel.
(cm/set)

(erti7is-l

e-

Rate with Absorbed

from a single particle,

can be much larger

and the local energy deposition

it is obvious that

than the macroscopic

rate can be astronomical

compared

absorbed

dose

with the absorbed

dose rate.
The energy density distribution
any event resulting
of dose delivered

in a particular

is used to determine
AZ will

occur.

the frequency

with which

Now, we can define the fraction

at an energy density AZ as D(AZ) so that for each rad of absorbed

dose lOOD(AZ) erg/g

are delivered

at an energy density AZ per unit AZ interval.

Thus,

of occurrence

of events resulting

the frequency

- 96 -

in an energy density AZ per

rad per unit AZ is
f(AZ) = i!i%%%
AZ
We can also express
of occurrence

the frequency

of an increment

(4.16)

of energy increments

AZ in terms

of a probability

AZ, P(AZ) where:

D(AZ) =

(4.17)

[$Az)Az

J

max P(AZ) AZ d(AZ)

0

P(AZ)

AZ

f(AZ) = 100

J

(4.18)

max P(AZ)AZ

d(AZ)

0

The frequency

of events of all sizes is given by integration
AZ

J

F=

(for 1 rad of absorbed

P(AZ) is the probability

The probability

of finding

which also is the relative
of randomly

selected

(4.19)

/ 0 max P(AZ)AZ

F = 100
=
The quantity

100

max f(AZ) d(AZ) = AZ

0

of f(AZ):

frequency

spherical

dose)

that an individual

an energy density

d(AZ)

energy loss AZ will

Z at a specific

occur.

point is denoted by P(Z)

with which Z will be found in a large number

volumes

in the irradiated

medium.

When the ab-

sorbed dose D is very low, the value of Z is much less than the mean value of AZ.
The spherical

volumes

under consideration

all by a charged particle.

Thus,

will be traversed

Z is due to single events and P(Z) is proportional

to P(AZ).

On the other hand, when D is large,

traversals

each of which deposit an increment

The distribution

only once or not at

P(Z) is an extremely

Z is caused by many individual
AZ.

complex

Z, d, and D and as such does not have a simple
- 97 -

function

analytical

of the three variables
expression.

It can be

measured

in certain

with a spherical
pressure
est.

volume

the small

of tissue equivalent

are adjusted to properly

Thus,

simulated

cases by simulating

if the gas volume

simulate

diameter

the Z distributions
as a function

and calculational

can be discussed.

of d (the diameter

order of millimeters),

energy).

fluctuations

will increase

First,

variations

in Z become more important

If d is large (or the

in the locally

low LET radiation

The magnitude

equal to D.
as discussed

(This assumes
below.)

of absorbed dose D shows that P(Z) is again

higher

deposited

doses of high LET radiation
is more uniform

of the individual

AZ depends on the length of the charged particle
From

the

and the width of the distribution

remain

because the energy loss process

of low LET radiations.

deposited

of Z will take the shape of

Gaussian as long as D is large enough to ensure that the locally
This requires

of P(Z)

As d is made smaller,

that D is high enough to ensure a Gaussian distribution

Z is due to many events.

the behavior

of

equal to D (i. e., the mass element

width about Z = D.

of P(Z) as a function

sphere to be

g/cm3.

we will consider

although the mean value of Z will

The behavior

-5

of the sphere of interest).

of narrow

and

some general features

the curve of P(Z) as a function

a Gaussian distribution
individual

must be 10

Z is always very nearly

Consequently,

sphere

the unit density tissue sphere of inter-

difficulties

is large enough to average out the individual

tissue

The gas volume diameter

is 10 cm and the unit density

is l/.~rn (10m4cm), the gas density

Despite measurement

gas.

(-1 pm) diameter

energy
than

along the path

energy density

increments

path through the sphere of interest.

Eq. (4.15)
AZ = 3060 (Y/d2)

and since
Y = L(x/d)
from

(4.13),
AZ = 3060 L(x/d3).
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(4.20)

Hence, AZ also depends directly

on the LET of the particle.

Thus,

although P(Z)

is Gaussian for large values of D, it becomes skewed as D becomes smaller
the individual
approaches

increments

AZ become more important.

P(AZ) which is highly

In fact,

and

for low doses P(Z)

skewed because of the high probability

of AZ being

zero and the fact that when an interaction

does take place AZ will be very large com-

pared with D.

are shown in Figs.

analytical

Some typical

details

of these distributions

Since distributions
in collision

distributions

were discussed

they will be affected

The

in Sections 3.7 and 3.8.

in local energy density are intimately

energy loss,

4.3 to 4.6.*

related

to distributions

in the same way and exhibit

either

a Gaussian or Landau type of distribution.
4.7

Conclusions
When an absorbing

uniform

medium

on a microscopic

measurements
better definition

involved

are difficult,

distributions

radiobiological

research

radiation

the concepts,

considerable

exposure

at present

From (ART),

and radiation

non-

treatment,

and

has been made toward
More work needs to be

It appears at this point that knowledge

therapy.

recommendations

make a measurement
to high-LET

primarily

Chapter

progress

of local energy density.

and in particular,

occurs.

because of the complex

2.
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in

On the other hand, the formulation

of the dose distribution

radiation

required.
*

analytical

is always

of LET and energy density might be most important

protection

of the dose equivalent

difficult

the energy density

in the area of applicability.

of the detailed

tant whenever

Although

scale.

and understanding

done particularly

of present

is irradiated,

the definition
in LET impor-

These measurements
and cumbersome

are

equipment
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5

DOSE CALCULATIONS
5.1

Introduction
In the previous

and electrons

sections

we have studied in detail the interactions

as they pass through an absorbing

develop the basic formulas
dose rate from external

for the calculation

gamma radiation

mination

of the absorbed dose requires

requires

a knowledge

tion of the radiation

flux density and absorbed

of various

a knowledge

geometries.

source.

the flux density

and the rate of absorpThe flux density

We shall discuss gamma ray sources

for calculating

will present

A deter-

of the dose rate which in turn

per unit path length about the point of interest.

will develop formulas

5.2

In this section we will

of radiation

sources

of the source energy,

depends on the radiation

and finally

medium.

of photons

the particle

the calculation

first,

flux density for various

then

sources,

of absorbed dose rate and dose.

Sources
Radiation

sources can be characterized

In our discussion
geometries

we will be concerned

with the following

by their

primarily

strength

source strengths:
(photons set-‘)

Point source

2)

Line source

3)

Area source

SA

(photons cm-2-set-1)

4)

Volume

SV

(photons cm-3-set-1)

To determine
photon energy.

sL

(photons cm-‘-set-‘)

energy flux density we must multiply

the source strength
the formulas

S

In general,

the source will

will be a function

for particle

geometry.

with photons and four source

1)

source

and their

the source

not be monoenergetic,

of energy.

flux density for various
- 103 -

In our treatment
source geometries.

strength

by the

and consequently
we will develop
Since this is

a purely

geometric

treatment,

the source energy does not affect the formulation.

We will point out the quantities
which would require

in the formulas

an integration

which are energy dependent and

(or sum over discrete

energies)

in the case of

a source that is not monoenergetic.
5.3

Flux Density
The general pattern

muIas will be to derive
source distribution

to be followed

in the development

the expression

and neglecting:

for flux density at a point assuming

(1) Attenuation,

absorption.

We will then extend each development

distribution,

attenuation,

The distribution
uniform

of activity

unless otherwise

not uniform

is a nuclear

lived radioactive
certain

buildup,

isotope.

nonuniform

Attenuation,
introduced

in a radioactive

core,

of course,

introduce

becomes an important

considered

carrying

is

a short-

calculations

parameter

in which the attenuation

in the integration

involving

Buildup also becomes important

in Section 5.12.

and must be treated
Self absorption

coefficient

A detailed

may be important

is generally
appears will

are present

discussion

of buildup

a function

of energy

that are not monoenergetic.

in the consideration

when the source dimensions

of volume

sources

are of the same order of magnitude

the photon mean free path in the material.
it too is energy dependent.
- 104 -

are

which are not

when absorbers

Buildup is also generally

as such for any sources

when absorbers

Attenuation

over energy for sources

between the source and the point of interest.

particularly

source is generaIly

source distributions.

have to be included

later

source

as appropriate.

between the source and the point of interest.

monoenergetic.

and (3) self

to include nonuniform

another is a pipeline
we will

for-

a uniform

One case where the source distribution

Therefore,

energy dependent and any terms

is included

(2) buildup,

and self absorption

specified.
reactor

of the flux density

Since this is an absorption

as

process,

5.4

Point Isotropic

Although
small

Source

radiation

compared

sources

with the distance

the source may be treated
implies

have finite

may be neglected.
photons crossing

The assumption
is uniform

to the source that

of a point isotropic

and photon absorption

The photon flux density at point P is by definition
the area Ar per unit time.
i$ = S/A

In spherical

they are often sufficiently

from the point of measurement

as a point.

that the source distribution

dimensions,

source

in the source
the number of

Thus,
r

coordinates
Ar=~~~2~rdprsinsds
= 4nr2.

Thus

,A-

(5.1)

4nr2
If an absorber
tion.

is interposed

between S and P we must account for the photon attenua-

Thus
-Ctt

$=Le

(5.2)

4.rrr2
where p is the appropriate

mass attenuation

coefficient

in g/cm2.
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and t is the absorber

thickness

Buildup can be accounted for by simply
buildup factor

multiplying

B, so that
$ =s
Be-@
47rr2

The various
5.5

Eq. (5.2) by the appropriate

forms

of B are discussed

.

(5.3)

in Section 5.13.

Line Source
The formula

for the flux density

depends on the location
in the following

at a point P from

of P with respect

diagrams,

to the line.

a line source of length L
Three points,

as indicated

will be considered.

1767A75

At P2 the differential

flux density from

the line source element

dG2=
From the diagram

SL dy
4.rrr2

it can be seen that
r = h set 0
y=htane
dy = h sec2

ede

- 106 -

dy is given by

Thus
SL
+2=

48

sL
= m
Similarly

le,l

y2

GY=sL
r2
4r

.I-y1
(b,l

_ el,
$

ht;;;:;

+ Iq

de

(5.4)

for Pl

I-h-

I

1767A76

(5.5)

For the situation

where the point of interest

P3, is on the axis of the line source

nl

1767A72
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sL

=m
Now if we consider

(n - 1)

the situation

(5.8)

in which absorbers

the source and the point of interest

have been added between

we find that the integral

in the case of P2

becomes

J

sL
@2=4nh

-le,l

de

e

.th
of the 1 absorber

where ti set 0 is the thickness
integral

-qpitisece

IO21

can be put into the form

of the Sievert

along the line from

integral

F(B,pt)

This

dy to P2.

(see Appendix for

graphs of F(e,pt))
sL
@2=z$
sL
=m
A similar

e21 - Fpiti
ir
1

o

IelI

set f3
de +

e

J
0

- F piti set
e

e
de
1

F(1021,
ZPiti)+F(Ie$’ CCliti)
i

i

equation can be derived

(5.7)

i

for $1.

(5.8)
Furthermore,

Eq. (5.6) becomes
I$, = &

Now, if we further

(n - 1)e

include buildup,

- zpiti
i

the form of the flux density equation will

on the nature of the form chosen to represent
choose a linear

representation

for buildup
B1z

(5.9)

1 + o(E)pr
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the buildup.

For example,

depend

if we

..

where
r = tsece

ttsh)

then, for a single absorber

J le21

sL
‘2 = GE

(1 + apt set

_ le,l

e)evptsec

‘de

le,l

sL

cp2=y& F(led,~t)+Ftle,lI~t)+(yClt
The integral
written

e fP

set

J

sec ‘de

- IeJ

f
in general

must be evaluated

(5.10)
i

Similar

numerically.

equations

can be

for points PI and P3.

We can now consider
consider

the situation

radioisotope

the case of a nonuniform

of a pipeline

transporting

and the point of observation

source distribution.

a liquid containing
(See previous

is P2.

For example,

a short-lived

figure.

) In this case,

tan ‘de

(5.11)

-K(yz - y) where
SL(y) = So e
K = A/v
v = flow velocity

(in negative y-direction

on diagram)

So = Aoh/v
Ao= activity

in the pipe at y = y2 .

If we assume that there is no attenuation
55

-

+2=/

We can consider
introduce

dy=

then
le,l
en

J

4xhv

471r2

-y1
which can be integrated

SL(Y)

or buildup,
-KY~
AOhe

- iq

numerically.
self absorption

a term e-‘s(y-p)

in the source in the case of P3.

in the differential
+3=

‘L
4s

J

me

flux density
-rqY

P
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-4

dy
Y2

SO that

This would

where b, is the linear
.-

attenuation

coefficient

of the source material.

By a change

of variables

Pd
s

J x2dx

P,P

sL
@3= Tgpse

ex

bP

sL
@3=4re
where E2 is an exponential
The question
point source.

ctsl
i

integral

often arises

In the simplest

1
h E2@$

as to when a line source can be approximated
geometrical

situation

sL

For small angles the approximation

by a

Eq. (5.4)),

+lell)
In the case where

and so, Ied + @,I = L/h in the small angle

Thus
+2=

which is the equation

sLL
4ah2

for a point source with S = SLL.

The small angle approximation

(or,

we have (from

tan l0[= 101 can be made.

led = [@,I, tan le,l = tan le,i = L/2h;

tan 30’ = 0.58,

(5.12)

E2tf5’le))

(see Appendix for graphs of En).

G2 = 4ah (le,l

approximation.

- 5

is good to about 10% for 8 < 30’.

a line source can be treated

when the separation

distance

Since

as a point source for values of L/h < 1.2

h is greater

- 110 -

than the length of the line L).

5.6

Area Source

PI

d

1767Alb

We now consider
figure.

a source uniformly

The differential

distributed

over a plane as shown in the

flux density at P is
sAdA
d@ = 47rp2

where,
dA = rdrde
b2 =d2+r2-2rdcos8
P2 = h2 + b2 = h2 + d2 + r2 - 2 rd cos 8
Then the flux density at point P is given by:
rdrde
h2 + d2 + r2 - 2rd
We can do the integration
2n

J0

over 8 by realizing
de
l+acosO

=

2s
&T’
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the integral

(5.13)
cos

8

is of the form
(a2 < 1)

Therefore
rdr
+ d2 + r2)2 - hr2d2 3 ‘I2
If we now let x = r2, we have
dx
- dL)x + (h2 + d2)2

= 4sA In

R”o + h2 - d2 +

(R; + h2 - d2)2 + 4d2h2
(5.14)
2h2

In the special

case of P1 on the axis of the disc,

R2+h2
O
( h2
>

@l=E+

If there is absorbing

material

(5.15)

between the source and the point of measurement,
-~ClitiSecp
a term e

this can be taken into account as before by including
ferential

flux density equation.

Now seep = p/h,

-(P/h)
sA
d@=-e
47rp2
The integral

Hence,

d = 0.

so that

FFiti

of this equation is quite complicated

in the dif-

dA

and will not be discussed

It is solved and the flux density equation given in Rockwell’

here.

(p. 394) for the two

cases of
62 <Ri+h2

and d2>Ri-h2.

If we treat the case of PI on the axis of the disc,
‘A
@1=z
and se+

= p/h as before.

which is just the difference

oei
f

0

the equation simplifies

to:

- Xpiti se+
rdr
h2 + r2

If we now substitute

of two exponential
- 112 -

y = (Tpitip)/h,

integrals

the integral

becomes

(see appendix for graphs of En).

So that
(5.16)
For an infinite

plane source;

At this point,

secP1--w,

so that

sA
~1--2-Elt~

~iti).

we can account for buildup (or scattering)

Using the exponential

approximation
-apt

for buildup (MT)
se@

B-Ae
we arrive

apt
+(l

se+

- A)e

,

at

+(1- *&tl
Here we have simplified
thickness

in each of the absorbers.

+~2W]- El [tl

the expression

(5.17)

by considering

only a single absorber

t, and we have taken the point of observation

We can also consider

the linear

representation

at PI,

of

on the axis of the disc.

of buildup

B = 1 + o yt se@
in which case the flux density at PI is
- El&t

secP1) + (Y(e-N _ e-N=P1

In this case it is obbious that the scattered
terms
from

into the equation for flux density.
scatter

is included

The treatment

simply

In the previous

in the exponential

integrals

adds the exponential

expression

the contribution

and is not explicitly

isolated.

of flux density from a disc source can be extended to include the

case of a nonuniform

We will

source distribution.

Gaussian

radial

consider

only the flux density

source strength.

radiation

(5.18)

distribution

We will

(ox = oy =o,

consider

2 l/2
).
r = (x2 + y )

at PI a distance

For simplicity

h above the position

take the source to be infinite
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a two dimensional
we will

of maximum

in extent and assume no

attenuation.

Then

e- r2 /02

rdr

(5.19)

r2 + h2
We can reduce this integral

to one of known form
r

2

by two substitutions.

Let

2
=Ux

which gives

G1 = TIJw

eTXdx
0 x + (h2/c2)

Now let
u=x+h2,‘cr2
du= dx
so

that

~
1

= ‘A h2/cr2
CQ K”du=
J
3-e
h2/c2 u

Leh2iu2
4

E,(h2/‘02)

There is some point from the disc beyond which the disc may be treated
point source S = SAnRi.

@= 4Th2

SA R”o
=-v-

we are interested

mation

(from

Eq. (5.15) holds.

as a

The point source equation is then
SAnR;

If we choose the point Pl,

(5.20)

Thus
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in the distance

h for which the approxi-

or
2
RO
--=1-e
h2
This approximation

is good to within

a disc source may be treated
distance
5. ‘7

h is greater

Infinite

We now consider
self absorption

differential

’
Thus

10% when R:/h2 < 0.20 (or Ro/h < 0.45).

as a point source for h > 2.2 R. (or when the separation

than the source diameter

2Ro).

Slab Source

The logical

can derive

R2/h2

extension

of the infinite

an area of infinite

area source is the infinite

extent but of a finite

in the source material

flux density from an infinite

extension

In this case

thickness.

must be considered

the flux density by a simple

slab source.

from the beginning.

of the area source by writing

area element located at a distance

We
the

x within

the slab.
From Eq. (5.16) (extended to an infinite
sv
d@ = +&t

plane)

+psth

- x)%

Here S@x = SA, h is now the slab thickness,
ficient

We also consider

of the source material.

positioned
integrating

between the slab and the observation

is the linear

attenuation

attenuation

point (but we neglect buildup).

E1[N+p&h - xl] dx.

y = pt + /.c,(h - x) we get

e=F

Irt +Ct,h

sJPt

%
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coef-

in a single absorber

over x, we have

+=$l”
Substituting

andps

E1b9dy~

By

Realizing

that
f

00
EIWy

= E2W

fit

this becomes

$v
@= K
[E2tfN - E2W +/-Q)]
We have assumed also that SV is constant
It is instructive

/ /

/

/

/
‘I

through the slab.
from

the basic geometry.

/

I’

I
I

From the figure

In spherical

to derive this result

(5.21)

17b,A17

we see that the differential
-(r-a
-dVe
d$ =
4ar2

sv

flux density at P is
set e)ps e-pt set 8

coordinates
dv = r2 sine de+dr
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So the flux density is given by

=-

-sV
2

J

a/2

0

PS

Now if we substitute
second integral

(a+h)sece

p asece-pt sece
e s

sined@

asect?

l

y = pt se&

in the first

integral

and y = (clt + psh)sece

in the

we obtain

so

@
=Tsvb2W- E2W
+Q)]
which is identical

to Eq. (5.21).

The properties

of E2(x) are such that as x-m,

so that for a slab source of infinite

thickness

%
@=z&
Similarly

(5.22)

if there is -no absorber

E2(x) -0

(h-m),

and as x -0,

E2&t + p,h) -

E2(x) -1,

0 and
(5.23)

E2W

between the slab source and P, then @ = 0 and

therefore

q)=
sv[l-E2(Clsh)l
2~s
From this it follows
thick slab source

that the primary

of infinite

photon flux density

at the surface

(5.24)
of an infinitely

extent is
sv
@=2ps

(that is, pt = 0 and@sh--oo).
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(5.25)

Up to this point we have not considered
by inserting

any of the accepted representations

density equation and carrying
and we will

buildup.

simply

write

for buildup into the differential

out the integration.

the result

assuming

B = 1 + cxIps(r

This can be taken into account
flux

This becomes quite complicated

the linear

buildup representation

(MT)

- asec e) + aapt sece

Namely,
+= sv
2ps

{ (1 + al)

[E2W)

- E2W + /Q-Q]

+ a2N EIW - ta2Pt + ‘yp,h) EIW + Q)}
Expressions
the slab.

can also be derived
Expressions

for different

and will not be discussed
5.8

Right-Circular

assuming

(5.26)

that the source varies

types of source variations

with distance

are given in Rockwell’

here.

Cylinder

Source:

Infinite-Slab

Shield,

Uniform

Activity

Distribution
’8 I

-

///

p2

7’
’

92

\
4
rl-’

P----a
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in

1767A18

The slab absorber
unit volume,

is parallel

is constant.

%*

and is not generally

used.

to the cylinder

The exact solution3

What is usually

of this problem

which is positioned

There is no simple

account for self absorption.

Z = Z(Ro, a, b), the self absorption

The source strength

distance;

however,

per

is very lengthy

done’ (FBM) is to approximate

SL = nR;%

inder by a line source of strength
to correctly

axis.

within

expression

by empirically

the cylthe cylinder
for

fitting

the

n

approximate

method to the exact calculations,

F(e, b) curves

(that is, the Sievert

to solve cylinder-slab

integrals)

’ only three curves for Z plus the
for line sources

are needed in order

The three curves needed to obtain Z are given

problems.

in the Appendix and are used as follows:
CASE :

a/R0 L 10

Use figure
macroscopic

A. 20 (see Appendix)

source attenuation

and psRo to obtain p,Z,

coefficient.

where p,(cm-‘)

is the

Then obtain b2 from

b2=bl+psZ

(5.27)

bl = C Cliti
i

(5.28)

where

Finally,

obtain the flux density

at PI from

+1= 4zf;) [F(&,b2)+ Fte2’b2il

(5.29)

9,

(5.30)

and at P2 from

using the F-functions
density are supposedly

*

Note:

Provided

=

4fa+

q

[W2,

which are plotted
good to * 16,

that the correct

b2)

-

W’,,

b2i3

in the Appendix.
* provided

buildup factors
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These estimates

a/R0 1 10.

have been included.

of the flux

a/R0

CASE:

< 10

Use Figs.

A. 21 and A. 22 in conjunction

find m from the first

is, knowing Ro, a, andps,
p,Z/m

with each other to obtain p,Z.

from the second graph; then multiply

graph; knowing a/R0 and bl,

these together

the recipe above to obtain @. This approximation

follow

That

to obtainpsZ.

will

find

Finally,

be good to + 40% and

-5%.
Other formulas

are given for cylinders

viewed exterior

on end, and interior1

WBM) Example:
Consider
throughout.

a cylindrical

tank containing

radioactive

water uniformly

is PI with f$ = 02, and the distance

The field positron

distributed

is restricted

R. i a L 70.0 inches
with
1)

R. = 5.5 inches

2)

h = 14.0 inches

3)

no shielding

4)

self absorption

in the water

5)

the radioactive

source consists

or buildup

and

~1, = 0.092 cm-l
The normalized

mainly

(the total attenuation

flux density

of 0.511 MeV photons with
coefficient

is obtained from Eq. (5.29),
We ab2)
a+ z

w&=

where we have dropped the subscript

on theta,

and where

tan 0 = h/2(a + Z)
b2=psZ
Using Figs.

.

A. 14, 20, 21, and 22, we obtain Table 5.1.
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for water).
and is

to

Table 5.1

I

a(in)

I

tan0

e”

9.2

0.767

39.4

3.6

0.88

9.6

0.507

26.8

1.85x1o-1

0.98

0.90

9.8

0.293

17.4

1.2

1.12

0.86

0.96

10.4

0.226

12.7

9.48

1.49

0.76

1.13

12.3

0.176

10.0

11.80

1.78

0.63

1.12

12.2

0.141

10.00

0.68

7.4

158.0

11.30

0.68

178.0

12.70

0.68

m

@/Wcl,Z

l.lsz

a(cm)

a/R0

5.5

14.0

1.00

2.58

0.58

1.47

0.85

to. 0

25.4

1.82

3.62

0.71

1.24

!O. 0

50.8

3.64

5.97

0.92

27.0

68.6

4.90

7.59

i5.0

88.9

6.37

Ki.0

114.0

8.18

j5.0

140.0

i2.0
(0.0

p,(a -t Ho)

z(cm)

JW>b2,
X10-l

2#/(S&)
-2

1.6

X10

5.3

x10 -3

x10-l

2.0

x10

8.4

x1O-2

l.o7x1o-3

5.6

x10 -2

5.5

x10 -4

8.0

4.4

xlo-2

3.4

x10-4

0.121

6.9

6.0

x1O-2

4.1

x1o-4

7.4

0.108

6.4

5.3

x10-2

3.2

x1O-4

7.4

0.096

5.5

4.8

x1o-2

2.6

x~O-~

-3

The data in Table 5.1 are plotted
experimental

in Fig.

beam dump that had been operating

0.511 MeV annihilation

was then

comparison
culation

activity

The tank was returned

to the labora-

( 150, Tl,2

)

= 2 minutes

C which is a positron

emitter

quanta) with a half life of 20 minutes.

made (over a few minutes),

GM counter.

11

with water taken from a SLAC*

hours with a high energy (E > 10 GeV)

beam at a steady power level of 30 kW.

The dominant activity

quickly

was filled

for several

tory and allowed to sit until the dominant
away.

The data are plotted
is reasonably

as a function
in Fig.

5.1 (normalized

good considering

and the GM counter probably

of distance

Spherical

Source:

Infinite-Slab

Measurements

Stanford

Linear

Accelerator

were

from the tank,

using a

at a = 20 inches).

The

that buildup was excluded from the cal-

doesn’t correctly

measure

the photon flux

Shield,

Uniform

Activity

Distribution

1767All

*

had decayed

(therefore,

density.
5.9

with

data that was obtained as follows.

‘A tank, having the above dimensions,

electron

5.1 where they are compared

Center.
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..

No External Shield

4Data Normalized to Calculation at a = 20 Inches
10-3

t

lO-4
0

q

Data Taken with GM 0
Counter (IlC Activity in Tank).
Calculation (Excluding Buildup)
Line Drawn By Eye.
I
I
IO

20

30

40

50

60

a (inches)

70

,,67127

FIG. 5.1
Radiation

at various

distances

from a right circular

- 123 -

cylindrical

source.

The following
vector

from

discussion

the sphere center to P.

the exact calculation

Again,

to the radial

as in the case of the cylinder

The solution

is lengthy.

sphere by an appropriately
radius),

holds only for a shield perpendicular

is approximated

above,

by replacing

the

located disk source of radius R. (that is, the sphere

which has a source strength

per unit area

SA= 4 ROSV/3
The self absorption
calculations.
CASE:

’

distance,

Figures

Z, is obtained by empirical

fitting,

using the exact

A.23 and A.24 can be used to obtain Z as follows:

a/R0 < 1

Use Fig.

A. 23 with p,(a + Ro) to obtain Z/Ro,

and hence,

Z.

Then calculate

b2 from
b2=bl+psZ
where
bl = z/+ti
i
Finally,

calculate

.

the flux density from

@= $ %Ro [El(b2) - El(b2 set e)]
Range of Accuracy:
CASE :

a/R0

Use Fig.

(5.31)

-20% to + 50%.

L 1

A.24 with psRO to obtainpsZ,

obtain $I. Range of accuracy:

and then follow

the above recipe

to

-5% to + 15%.

Example:
Consider

a sphere containing

radioactive

water uniformly

and with no shield between source and detector.

Take

R. = 7.0 inches
3.5 <- a 5 70.0 inches
p, = 0.092 cm-l

(0.511 MeV photons in water)
- 124 -

distributed

throughout

The normalized

flux density

is obtained from Eq. (5.31) and is

3@/2%Ro = El(b2) - El(b2 set 0)
where
b2 = lcsZ
and
tan ~9= RO/(a + Z)
Using Figs.

A. 23, A.24,

and A.2,

we obtain Table

The data in Table 5.2 are plotted
experimental
5.8,

in Fig.

5.2.

5.2 where they are compared

data that was obtained in a manner similar

but using a hemispherical

to that described

The data were normalized

tank.

with
in Section

to the calculation

at a = 4 inches.
A point source,
Fig.
5.10

corresponding

to 4 - l/a2,

is plotted

5.2.
Spherical

Source:

Field Position

at Center of Sphere

Z
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as the straight

line in

Table 5.2

a(in)

a(cm)

a/R0

3.5

8.89

0.5

Is@+Ro)
2.46

Z/R0
0.598

b2=psZ

Z(cml tan0

et01

b2sec6

El(b2)

El(b2

sectI:

3@/2SVRf

0.98

10.6

0.912

42.4

1.33

0.22689

0.12933

9.8x10

-2

7.0

17.80

1.0

1.01

11.0

0.618

31.6

1.19

0.21574

0.16094

5.5 x 1o-2

14.0

35.50

2.0

1.01

11.0

0.383

20.9

1.08

0.21574

0.19216

2.4

21.0

53.30

3.0

1.01

11.0

0.277

15.5

1.05

0.21574

0.20187

1.4 x lo-2

28.0

71.00

4.0

1.01

11.0

0.217

12.3

1.03

0.21574

0.20867

7. lx

42.0

107.00

6.0

1.01

11.0

0.151

8.6

1.02

0.21574

0.21217

3.6

x lO-3

56.0

142.00

8.0

1.01

11.0

0.116

6.6

1.0167

0.21574

0.21333

2.4

x10

70.0

178.00

10.0

1.01

11.0

0.0941

5.4

1.0145

0.21574

0.21412

1.6 x10

L

x 1O-2

lo-3

-3
-3

Normali;ation
Point

-

10-2
or0
>
:
>
rcl

10-3
2
. = Calculation (Excluding Buildup)-Line Drawn by Eye
0 = GM Data (Normalized at a = 4inches: )1

10-4

I

I I I IIIII

I I111111
100

IO

I

a (inches)

11.,*11

FIG. 5.2
Radiation

at various

distances

from a hemispherical
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source.

-Izsrm=$e

%e

-psr

r

2

sin@drdedp

d$ =
4nr2

47rr2

(5.32)
This submersion

situation

is applicable

or in a body of contaminated

water.

Transport

direction

one-half

the uncollided

cloud

flux from a hemi-

of this.

of Radiation

The most thorough
consists

the dose rate in a radioactive

By symmetry,

sphere (that is, no buildup) is exactly
5.11

to finding

in specifying

description

of a radiation

field (gamma,

at each point the number of particles

muon, etc. )

per unit time going in each

We can define the number flux density

in each energy interval.

$(y, E,$I)dEdi?2= number of particles
the element

at r,

by

with energy in dE about E and within

of solid angle dh about & (unit vector

which cross in unit time a differential
normal

neutron,

element

direction),

of area whose

A.

is in the direction

We also can define an enerpy flux density by
I(;;, E,&) = E&,
which gives the energy carried

by particles

The equation that governs

the transport

that equilibrium

rather

in time has been established,

= fl@F,

E~,~‘)ncr&’

-A,

(5.33)

E,!l)

of particles

number.

through

matter,

assuming

is given by

El--E)dE’
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than their

di% + s(r, E, A)

(5.34)

where p = attenuation

(or interaction)

~(7, E,&) = source number
= number

E*-E)=

created per unit time at r which move in the

A per unit solid angle with energy in dE about E.
of scatterers

= ZNOp/A
o(&-fi

density

of particles

direction
n = number

coefficient

per unit volume at r

electrons/cm3

differential

for photons

cross section for scattering

from fl1 to R and from

E’ to E.
Equation (5.34) is Boltzmann’s
density

under time-equilibrium

integro-differential

equation for the number flux

Multiplying

conditions.

through

by E and using Eq.

(5.33) we obtain
v?lI(;;,E,&)

+jcI(r,E,&

where S = Es which is the energy flux density form
transport

Boltzmann

equation.

Now, for the case of photons,
from the Klein-Nishina

formula

angle for Compton scattering
modified

form

dosimetry.

the differential

and from

in estimating

so prohibitively

section is obtained
relating

(see Section 2.4~).

equation is

use of the transport

that are applied to the results

approximation

-

A

in gamma-radiation

the transport

The greatest

energy and

of calcu-

such as the source geometry

out in Sections 5.4 through 5.10.

It is the Compton interaction
experiments)

cases.

buildup factors

that were carried

however,

cross

equations

of Eq. (5.35) is the basis for all calculations

based on the uncollided-flux

computations

the kinematic

Because of its basic complexity,

equation arises

scattering

of photons from free electrons

never solved in closed form in practical

lations

of the steady-state

process

difficult.

that makes calculations
To appreciate
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this fully,

(and sometimes
let us assume that

a(0‘-Cl,
collided

E l--E)

equals zero in Eq. (5.35).

(or unscattered)

In other words,

flux approximation;

although Compton scattering

attenuation

if so desired.

a. &(&E,h)
which is a linear

As an example
density,

Equation

+&!,E,fi)

inhomogeneous

partial

of the solution

out can be considered

back
in the

(5.35) becomes

= S(i;,E,&
differential

isotropic

(5.36)

equation.

of this equation,

I(r, E), for a monoenergetic

make the un-

that is, no Compton scattering

into the point detector,
coefficient,

we will

let us calculate

the energy flux

point source located at 7 = 0.

In this

case,
forli(

S(T, E, Fi> = 0

>O

&=p

(5.37)

and
$a
TX
r

V=

2

’
+ rsin0

r

hsine+LL
ae

rsin0

a+

(5.38)

so that Eq. (5.36) reduces to
Id
--r
3

2

r >O

dr ( I) +@I= ‘3

(5.39)

which has the solution
c e-CrWr

(MeV/cm2

I(r, E) =

- set)

(5.40)

r2
where C is a constant

of integration.

If we let C = SE/4T,
-Ctr

$=Le
4rr2
which is similar
derivations
formula

to Eq. (5.2) of Section 5.4.

point rather

superposition

of isotropic

point sources,

linear

differential

equation.

partial

(5.41)

It should be pointed out that in the

that were made in Sections 5.4 through 5.10,

(5.2) as a starting

we obtain:

than Eq. (5.36).

we used the point-source
In effect,

we made a linear

which was valid since Eq. (5.36) is a
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5.12

Buildup

Factor

Corrections

Because the uncollided
Compton scattering-in

flux density approximation

interactions,

rate and flux density (number
sity calculations.

In order to correct

Thus,

Flux Density

Buildup

Flux Density

Buildup

Dose Buildup

rate,

absorbed

in uncollided

depends on several

quantity

dose

flux den-

factors,

photons and the distance

for Compton scattering

the

@r) from

into the detector,
of interest,

E)dE
E)dE

one

(5-W

Factor
(5.43)

= $@%

IL~JE)
- E)dE
I(r,
J,
=

P~&E)
J
P

Generally,

as exposure

Factor

B,(y)

where the zero subscript

photons that undergo

Factor

BE(‘)
Absorbed

Calculations

we have:

s+(?,
B(‘) = &,(I-,
Energy

neglects

For each physical

the concept of buildup.

can define a buildup factor.

Density

and energy) are underestimated

being the energy of the primary

source-to-detector,

Number

such quantities

The degree of underestimation

most important

one introduces

to the Uncollided-Flux

indicates

(5.44)

I,(-;;, E)dE

the uncollided

flux density

Ba is defined using pa/p instead of pen/p,

(number

or energy).

where

-

Pen/P = $

7(1-f)+?

(5.45)

X (1 - G)

and
,u,/p=;
as we have seen in Section 2.5.

1

i5
T +uhv+K
1

However,

(5.46)
I

even though the two coefficients
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are

approximately
definition

the same (except for high energies),

Eq. (5.44) is the correct

for B,.

The exposure-dose

buildup factor,

Br,

1)

Pa
- air(E)

B,(r)

is defined to be6

I(‘, E)dE

= -;e

J ~ ) air (E) I,(~, E)dE

where pa/~)air( E) is the absorption
to be an ideal air-wall

ionization

coefficient

for air (that is, the detector

chamber).

Goldstein

is assumed

and Wilkins’

call this simply

it is necessary

to know +(?, E)

the dose buildup factor.
In order to calculate
or I(y, E).

The question

uncollided

flux densities

that the Boltzmann
geometries;
estimates

the buildup factors
may then be raised

about the need for buildup factors

if one must solve the exact problem

transport

however,

above,

anyhow.

It turns

equation can be solved only for relatively

simple

one can improve

for more complex

on the uncollided

configurations

flux density

by using these approximate

and
out

or dose rate
buildup

factors.
Several techniques
transport

equation (5.35,

of these techniques
a.

have been developed in order to find solutions
or modifications

in the following

The IStraight-ahead”
Basic assumptions
1.

Infinite

2.

Neglect angular

of it), and we shall briefly

to the Boltzmann
discuss

some

paragraphs.

Approximation

Method

are:

homogeneous

absorbing

medium

change in direction

energy losses.
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of photon; but, account for photon

The second assumption
Compton scatterings
example,

is motivated

by the fact that at high energies,

are predominately

The results

in Fig. 4.5 of (FBM).

quite poor (especially

for low-Z

at small angles.

materials)

This is seen, for

of this approximation

are

and may be off by several

orders

of magnitude.
b.

Method of Successive
In this technique,
is easily

Scatterings

one makes use of the fact that the unscattered

obtained.

The unscattered

section give the collision
By treating
scattered

such scattering

flux density and the scattering

(interactions/cm3

collisions

set) for first

as new sources,

A more detailed

photons can be found.

cross
scattering.

the flux of singly-

description

of this technique

4

is given by Goldstein.
C.

density

flux density

Monte Carlo Method
In this technique,
probability
tering,

each photon interaction

distribution

for that type of process

etc. ) . One simply

through the medium,

is chosen at random from the given

follows

a sufficiently

keeping record

(such as absorption,

large number of photons

of their histories.

comes prohibitive

for deep penetrations

needed to perform

the large number of calculations.

of computers
cations

has alleviated

(approximations)

necessary

this difficulty

to any geometry.

solve the Boltzmann

The technique

be-

to the length of time
The present

generation

to some extent; however,

modifi-

of the basic Monte Carlo technique are generally
feasible.

cascade shower calculations.

of the Monte Carlo calculation
tially

due primarily

in order to make such calculations

true for electromagnetic

scat-

The greatest

asset

lies in the fact that it can be applied essen-

The Monte Carlo technique,
transport

This is especially

equation itself.
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however,

does not

d.

Method of Moments
This technique,

which was originated

by Spencer and Fano,

numerical

method for solving the Boltzmann

distances

significantly

technique

yields

in infinite

absorbing

results

of high accuracy

media.

The basic shortcoming

this subject

is Goldstein

and Wilkins6

(dose buildup factor

in their

of the relaxation

pr,

energy range from 0.5 to 10 MeV.
duced in the Appendix

in the fields

(Figs.

sources
is

The authority

who plot the exposure-dose

buildup factor

length,

the

the method of successive

are superior.

nomenclature)

(energy-absorption

The buildup factors

Except for

of this technique

In such cases,

and the Monte Carlo technique

function

equation.

for point and plane isotropic

scatterings

buildup factor

is a semi-

less than one mean free path from the source,

governed by the above restrictions.

factor

transport

5

on

buildup

and the absorbed-dose
in their nomenclature)

for eight different
Some of their

as a

media and for an

curves have been repro-

A. 25 through A. 30).

of Goldstein

and Wilkins’

of dosimetry

and health physics.

The exposure-dose

buildup factor,

are the ones most notably used

A few precautionary

remarks,

are

in order:
1.

up factor)

is quite often mistaken

dose calculations,
buildup factor,
factor
2.

whereas

(commonly

as the quantity

one should really

called the dose buildto be used for absorbed

use the absorbed dose

Ba, defined by Eq. (5.44) (the energy absorption

in Goldstein

and Wilkins

Goldstein

and Wilkins

whereas,

to be precise

difference

is probably

vidual

Br,

nomenclature).

used pa/p in their

calculations

they should have used pen/p
negligible

situation.
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buildup

(Eq. (5.46)),
(Eq. (5.45)).

The

but should be checked for each indi-

3.

It should be reiterated
isotropic

5.13

sources

Approximating

that these calculations

in infinite

the Buildup

As we have seen in previous
The most attractive

up factors.
mula,

absorbing

Factor

are for point and plane

media.

with Formulas

sections,

various

representation,

equations
referred

can represent

to as the Taylor

buildfor-

is given by
B(EO,Pr)

where E8 is the primary-photon
coefficient.

In practice,

data to within

N
-yfr
= C
An e
n=l

(5.48)

energy and p is the associated

only two terms

5% for the point isotropic

are required

linear

attenuation

to fit the Goldstein-Wilkins6

source in an infinite

medium.

We have,

therefore,
-a

-a pB(E8,Pr)

+ A2 E

= AI e

$r

(5.49)

where
A2 = l-AI
and where A I, ‘YI and cyz are functions

of E8 for any given medium.

decide on BE, Br , or Ba when choosing the parameters
quantities

are plotted

The wisdom

in the Appendix

of fitting

(see Figs.

the Goldstein-Wilkins

in the fact that one can, in many cases,
tion by a sum of N terms
flux density

(usually

and with weighting
for a finite-line

factors

A. 31 through

replace

attenuation

given by An.

source in an infinite

the uncollided
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A. 36).

flux density

lies

equa-

in form to the uncollided-

coefficients

For example,

medium

CYI and ~13. These

data to a sum of exponentials

two), each identical

equation but with fictitious

AI,

One has to

given by p(l+a,)

the energy flux density,

(with 0,=0,=0)

is given by the

I,

uncollided-flux

density

equation

S, E
IO = *

F(Q,b)

b =pa

where

a = source-to-detector

distance

and by the energy flux density with buildup equation
SLE

N

I= ZEc

cn=l

An W,bn)

where
bn = p(l+on)
Thus,

the preceding

calculations

(Sections

flux density can be taken over merely
ation coefficient
buildup factor

and weighting

a
5.4 through 5.10) for the uncollided-

by invoking

factor.

the above changes in the attenu-

Other formulas

for approximating

are given in (MT) and have been illustrated

the

in Sections 5.5,

5.6

and 5.7.
In actual practice,
for a source-slab
for sources

configuration,

in an infinite

to use the infinite

highly accurate
problem

are readily

consists

generally

far different

discussed

Comparisons

and are generally

layers,

the problem
difficult.

for such shielding

of arriving

on the first
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quite

layer.

at a

The crux of the
arrangements

on second and subsequent shielding

from that incident

above are

applications.

becomes especially

a good buildup factor

in the fact that the flux incident

for such geometries.

protection

the buildup

most often used is simply

found in the literature

of multiple

buildup factor

of selecting

An approximation

buildup factors

- at least for radiation

When shielding

of determining

whereas the buildup factors

medium.

medium

with such calculations
reasonable

one is faced with the problem

layers

Therefore

lies
is

a product

of buildup factors,
buildup factor

for each layer

on that layer.
complex,

one for each successive

is quite artificial

unless the

is chosen on the basis of the energy flux incident

Since the energy flux on each layer beyond the first

the problem

of generating

a buildup factor

the present time no generally

acceptable

available.

empirical

However,

several

have been suggested.
generally

layer,

yielding

is indeed formidable.

method of handling the problem
techniques

They should probably

only rather

may be quite

for obtaining

At
is

a buildup factor

be thought of as rules of thumb

rough predictions

about flux and dose.

Some of

them are:
1.

For a light material
factor

2.

followed

for the heavy material

For a heavy material
buildup factors
technique

by a light material,

For a series

is used (in the case of more than two slabs,

of layers,

the buildup factors

5.14

entering

may each be weighted according

Calculation

(i. e. ,

into a product

present.

to gamma-penetration

shield of simple

of Absorbed

properties.

of and some of the difficulties

(FBM)

Dose From Gamma Radiation

We have now reached a point where we can fully

absorptive.

answer

YEEquivalent” is used here in the sense of virtually

in regard

cause of the difficulties

this

to the number of relax-

The actual shield may be replaced by an equivalent
composition.

of the

on the high side)).

ation lengths of each shield material

identical

the product

can be used but may yield a very conservative

buildup factor

4.

only the buildup

should be used.

followed

flux and dose predictions
3.

by a heavy material,

associated

appreciate

the complexity

with gamma ray dosimetry.

is the fact that not all gamma ray interactions

This fact combined

with various
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source geometries

The basic
are purely

gives rise to the

complex

nature of gamma ray absorbed dose calculations.

complexities

that an absolutely

exposed to gamma radiation
Any object inserted
and scattering

accurate

calculation

is virtually

It is because of these

of absorbed

dose in an object

impossible.

into a radiation

field will

the gamma rays and electrons.

assume that the object does not perturb

perturb

that field by absorbing

We can, as a first

the field and calculate

approximation,

the absorbed dose

based on the calculated

gamma ray flux density at the point when the object is

not present.

we have considered

Assuming

density calculation,
to small objects
The approximation

this approximation

such as ion chambers
is generally

absorption

will

generally

or dosimeters

attenuation

and buildup

in the flux

be adequate when applied
used in dose measurement.

not adequate when one is interested

the absorbed dose at some depth in a massive
tion,

and scattering

in calculating

object such as a man.

should be considered

In this situa-

since man is more than one

mean free path thick (for hv < 10 MeV) .
In this section we will discuss

the equations

ray absorbed dose at a point assuming

we have determined

point by some method such as those detailed
a review,

the following

Absorbed

to calculate

the gamma

the flux density

in 5.4 through 5.10.

concepts and definitions

Dose - Absorbed

necessary

Consider,

that have been presented

dose (D) is the energy imparted

at that

earlier:

per unit

mass of an absorber.
Energy Imparted

- Energy imparted

is the sum of all energy entering

a mass element on charged and uncharged

particles

leaving the mass element on charged and uncharged
energy converted

to rest mass in the mass element.

Mass Attenuation

Coefficient

- The mass attenuation

ures the number of photons interacting
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minus the energy
particles

minus the

coefficient

(through any process)

as

meas-

in passing

through an absorbing

medium.

/.4/p = $ (T+o-+cT,+
The mass attenuation
when calculating

coefficient

the reduction

through an absorbing

coefficient

measures

photons interacting

is generally

(see Section 2.5).

Coefficient

- The mass energy absorption

the amount of energy deposited
in the medium

the calculation

in a medium by

(see Section 2.5).

pen/p = $ [7(1-f) +Crg + K (1
In principle,

used in the exponential

in flux density of photons passing

material

Mass Energy Absorption

K)

-$,3[1-G,

of absorbed dose is rather

mines the photon flux density at the point of interest,

simple.

multiplies

One deter-

by the energy

of the photons to get the energy flux density and then by the mass energy absorption coefficient

to determine

point of interest.

Finally,

applying the appropriate

units to rads and multiplying
was present
D(rads)

= 1.6

x

1O-8 $(cmw2 set-3

however,

constants

to convert

becomes
attenuators

E(MeV) %

the calculation

(cm2 g-5

of absorbed

above, how complex

in all but the most simple
which introduce

compkxit~7%&tering

at the
the

Mathematically

the calculation

geometrical

situations.

the need for scattering

corrections

using buildup
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very

approximation.
of the flux density
The addition

corrections
factors

(5.50)

t( set)

dose is generally

and the best we can hope to do is obtain a reasonable

We saw, in the sections

deposited

by the time during which the photon flux density

yields the absorbed dose.

In actual practice,
difficult

how much of the energy is actually

of

compound the

are at best gross

approximations,
mination

particularly

are strictly

We must,

since the buildup

factors

only in infinite

media.

applicable

in addition,

account for the energy spectrum

in general the source will not be monoenergetic,
energy distribution
general,

after the photons have traversed

Consequently,

and buildup factors

photons in our calculation
Also,
assuming

actions

coefficient

entering

the dose rate,

in an analytical

treats

at the point of interest,

form.

energy for the

we are

since the mass

only the energy deposited by photon inter-

we must somehow calculate

If charged particle

the difference

we must account for the fact that the flux density,
may not be constant

the time variation

However,

the source is a combination
reactor

equilib-

between energy

or accelerator,

formula

1 foot from a point isotropic

radiation

and consequently

If the source is a single radionuclide,

is determined

of several

(or dose rate) is rather

An approximate

in time.

of the flux density

and is easily handled.

density

and energy absorp-

and leaving the mass element on charged particles.

Finally,

operating

equilibrium

In

another approximation.

in the mass element at the point of interest.

rium does not exist,

medium.

the absorbed dose by means of Eq. (5.50))

charged particle

energy absorption

attenuation

an average or effective

and thus introducing

in calculating

of the photons since

an attenuating

are not easily written

we are left with choosing

deter-

and even if it is there will be an

the energy dependence of the flux density,

tion coefficients,

by nature of their

sources

radionuclides,

the treatment

by the half-life

of the nuclide

are seldom so simple
fission

products,

of the time variation

and if

or an
of flux

complex.

that is often used to calculate
gamma ray source is
R=6CE
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the ‘dose”

rate at

where C is the source activity
The quantity

that is actually

rate in roentgens/hour.

in curies
calculated

and E is the gamma ray energy in MeV.
by means of this equation is the exposure

There are certain

which should be understood,

limitations

and the following

to the use of this formula

derivation

is useful in pointing

out

these limitations.
The flux density at 1 foot from a point isotropic

source assuming

no attenua-

tion is
3.7 x 1o1O (y -set

+=

-1

-Ci-‘)

47r(30.5
= 1.16x

In the energy region

10

10

3.6

x

lo3 (sec-hr-

C(Ci)

cm)2

C (y-cm -2-hr-l)

0.07 < E < 2 MeV the mass energy absorption

coefficient

for air is
pen/p
We will
R=

= 2.7 x 10e2 cm2-g-l (*

see that lR = 87 erg/g

1.16x

in air.

101oC(‘y -cm -2-hr-

15%)

Hence,

2.7 x 10e2(cm2-g-

1.6 x 10

-6

(erg-MeV-

EWW

87 (erg-g -l-R-l)
or
R(roentgens/hr)
where C is the activity

in Curies

(5.51)

= 6 CE

and E is the photon energy in MeV.

the energy range 0.07 < E < 2.0 MeV this formula
rate (to within

- 200/C)at 1 foot from a point isotropic

assuming

no attenuation

or buildup.

between exposure

concept.

The importance

Chapter

6 when we discuss

in

can be expected to give the

exposure

The relationship

Thus,

gamma source,

and absorbed dose is another important

of the relationship

will become more evident in

dose measurements.
- 141 -

What is generally

measured

is

exposure and an understanding

of the relationship

of exposure

to absorbed

dose

is necessary.
If we make use of the terms
Particle
Energy

already

defined:

Fluence

@

Fluence

F

Dose

D

Absorbed

X

Exposure
Mass Energy Absorption

Coefficient

c1en/p
--1 dT
P&

Mass Stopping Power
we can develop certain
dose.

First,

relationships

we introduce

between them in the calculation

the quantity,

one ion pair in air and has a measured
and energies

of interest.

W.

W is the energy required

value of 34 eV/i.p.

Using this quantity

in air exposed to 1R under charged particle

of absorbed
to produce

for most radiations

we can calculate

the absorbed

dose

equilibrium.

= 0.87 rad
In general

then, the absorbed dose in air is given by
D (rad) = 0.87 X (roentgen)

Now, if we have a monoenergetic
fluence is F = @E. With E measured

(5.52)

photon beam of energy E, the energy
in ergs the absorbed

dose at a point in air

will be given by
D (rad) =(l/lOO)@E (I-~,&I),~~

= 0.87 X (roentgen)

from above.
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(5.53)

If the beam of photons has a spectrum

with a maximum

energy Em, then the

absorbed dose is given by
D(rad)

= m’

p@(E)

where Q(E) now has the units cm
If the medium

involved

then the dose to the medium

DM(rad)
where X is exposure

-2

interval

Q(E)

-1

MeV

(5.54)

EdE

.

is not air and charged particle

equilibrium

exists,

is
(clen’P)M
= o*87 x Olen/P)air

(5.55)

in roentgen.

Up to now we have considered
of interest.

(%)air

If the particles
entering

photons as the particle

are charged particles

a volume of cross

incident

on the medium

with a fluence per unit energy

section area dA and depth de, the dose

is
1.6x
D(rad)

10

-8

J

&L’)@(E)

d.AdedE

0
Pa@.

=

= 1.6x

10
P

where the stopping power,

Em

dT/dx,

-8

Em
J
0

g(E)

‘J’(E) dE

has the units MeV-g
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-1

-cm2.

(5.56)
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CHAPTER
MEASUREMENT
6.1

OF RADIATION

6

DOSE - CAVITY-CHAMBER

THEORY

Introduction
To measure

absorbed dose (energy absorbed per unit mass) in a medium

exposed to ionizing
sensitive
medium

device.

radiation

one must introduce

Normally,

since it generally

this device will
differs

Because of these differences
different

properties

This radiation

constitute

from the medium

we know from

a radiation

a discontinuity

in atomic

the previous

with regard to absorption

sensitive

into the medium

number and density.

chapters

that it will have

of energy from ionizing

device can be a gas, liquid,

in the

or solid and will

radiations.
be referred

to as a cavity.
Consider

this cavity

situated

permeated

At any point within

flux density of photons (4).
or greater

than the maximum

equilibrium

will be closely

rise to a spatially

in a medium

secondary

approximated

uniform

electron

exposure time t and defining

absorbed dose to the medium**

*

Note:

range*),

uniform

(at a depth equal to
charged particle

and the photon flux density will give
($J . By considering

a finite

Ip = @t (or Qe = @,t) we csn determine

the

(M) :

DM = @E benh)M
This can also be written,

this medium

electron

flux density

fluence

by a spatially

using the electron

*

fluence

secondary electrons are those electrons produced by photons; knock-on
electrons from these secondary electrons will be called 6 -rays.

**We assume throughout

this discussion

that G=O, so that pen/p =pK/p .
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where it is understood

that
E

CL

maxqE%(E)dE

=f 0

@EF
and
1 dT
@eji&i
Now, if we introduce
cavity will

d@,(E)

=.f

a cavity

in general be different

relationship

material

is different

f$+)dE.

dE

into this medium,

the absorbed

dose to the

from the absorbed dose to the medium.

between the dose to the cavity

on the cavity
material

Emax

and the cavity

and the dose to the medium

size.

from the medium.

In general,

Concerning

we will

cavity

The

depends

assume the cavity

size,

there are three

situations.
1.

Cavity

dimensions

small compared

with the electron

range.

2.

Cavity

dimensions

large compared

with the electron

range.

3.

Cavity

dimensions

of the order of the electron

The first
However,

situation

was assumed in the development

later theories

by Laurence,

have allowed the extension
6.2
A.

of the Bragg-Gray

Spencer and Attix,

of the Bragg-Gray

Cavity Size Small Relative

range.

theory

Burch,

to situations

theory.

and Burlin
2 and 3.

to Range of Electrons

Basic Assumptions
The requirements

relative
1.

underlying

the statement

to the range of the electrons
The secondary
primary
cavity

electron

imply the following

spectrum

photon flux density

that the cavity

generated

is not modified

material.
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size is small

assumptions

(ART) :

in the medium by the
by the presence

of the

2.

Photon interactions

which generate

secondary

electrons

in the cavity

can be neglected.
3.

The primary

photon fluence in the region from which secondary

trons can enter the cavity
secondary
B.

electron

is spatially

fluence

uniform.

Cavity

We assume,

as Gray did, ’ that the introduction

where
d@,/dE

medium

does not change the electron

of a gas-filled
spectrum

cavity

into

that is present

In other words,

Ge is the electron

fluence

(which could have been written

as a differential,

as well).

Consider
easier

Theory

medium

in the medium.

that the

( Ge) is also uniform.

Bragg-Gray

a homogeneous

This implies

elec-

now, two geometrically

(but less general),

identical

volume elements

two cubes - one a small cavity

and the other a solid element of the uniformly

the respective

linear

dimensions

- to make it

in an irradiated

irradiated

of the two volume elements

Let

medium.

be in the ratio

s:l,

where*
$lM
‘=

(MeV/cm)
(6.1)

dT
z 1c (MeV/cm)

so that the volume elements

are related

by

“Vc = s3 6VM
Let 6E be the amount of energy lost by one electron
be the cross-sectional
*

area of an element

in crossing

the volume,

and 6N be the number of electrons

s is called the stopping power ‘ratio.
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6A

crossing

the volume.

Then,

sEC=!z
dx1ces

This leads to SEC = &EM.

Also
SNc = @z 6AC = Qe s2

6NM= @y 6AM = Gp,
which leads to i3Nc = s2 6N M.
volume,

Hence, if vE denotes the energy lost per unit

we have
s2 S-NM &EM

SNC SEC
VEC =

svc

=

s3 sv

M

But
SNM 6EM
vEM

=

6vM

so that
vEC=L

E
s vM

That is, the energy lost (per cm3) by electrons
lost in the medium.

The basic assumption

unchanged - in other words,
electrons

and the electron

the cavity

is l/s

here is that 8, (or d $/dE)

is small relative

is

to the range of the

1) that the energy imparted

to matter

in the mass element Am is
AED = (AEE)c

times that

energy loss is continuous.

Now, we have seen (Chapter
trons

in the cavity

- (AEL)c

+ (AEB)u - (*EL)u
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- (AEH)u

by elec-

(here c = charged particle,
equilibrium

u = uncharged

particle)

and that under charged particle

conditions

(*EElc = WLlc
by definition.

Thus

= AEK
(i. e., lost) by the secondary

so that the energy imparted
(mass) element
interactions
strahlung

in the medium

within

in a volume

is equal to the energy lost by the photons through

that volume (mass) element (assuming

production

electrons

G = 0; that is, brems-

is negligible).

We can now state Gray’s

principle

of equivalence

from the above two state-

ments:
‘The energy lost per unit volume by electrons
times

the energy lost by y-rays

To complete
further

assumption,

the volume

by an equivalent

calculate

(ART)

we must now make a
in crossing

in the volume for both cavity

energy does not leave the volume

Now, if vJ is the ionization
dissipated

relation,

did, that energy lost by the electrons

is equal to the energy deposited

being replaced

is l/s

per unit volume of the solid. ”

of the Bragg-Gray

as Gray’

In other words,

medium.
without

the derivation

in the cavity

and

in the form of s-rays

amount of energy entering.

per unit volume of gas, and if the average energy

in the gas per ion pair formed,

W, is independent

of energy,

we can

the energy absorbed per unit volume of the solid by
vEM

which is called the Bragg-Gray

= s vEC=~WvJ
formula.
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(6.2)

It is more common to use the energy absorption
mEM,

and the ionization

per unit mass in the solid,

per unit mass in the gas, mJ, which comes about from

the above equation as follows,

where the m denotes mass:

mEM PM = SW mJ pc
But, we let

(5.3)

ms =

to get
SW

mEM=m
C.

(6.4)

mJ

Extensions

of the Bragg-Gray

Theory

In addition

to the assumptions

stated above,

Gray also concluded

that the

stopping power ratio was Wmost

independent of the energy of the electrons’!

In reality,

(1937) modified

it is not and Laurence

the Bragg-Gray

account for the energy dependence of the stopping power ratio
assuming

a continuous

(ART).

traversing

By

a medium

IdT -1
- at CPE (i.e.,
the
( P&M )
Under these conditions
of the mass stopping power of the medium).

the secondary
reciprocal
Laurence

energy loss model for electrons

theory to

electron

derived

to the cavity

spectrum

an expression

gas (subscripts

is given by

for the mass stopping power ratio

Z and G, respectively):

(Z/A) G
= (Z/A)
ms
Z
1

In this equation,

bz(T9)

and have been tabulated

for the density

bzVd

and dz(T,,)

IZ
~c + dz(Td

are functions

in NBS Handbook 79.

small extent on the ionization
(polarization)

of the medium

potentials

3
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(6.5)

of the initial
In addition

(Iz and 13.

effect.

1
electron

bz(T,,)

The function

energy

depends to a
dz(To)

accounts

The inherent

assumption

loss is continuous

in the Bragg-Gray

is also not strictly

in an independent paper,

Burch,

energy losses by electrons

theory

correct.

published

(ART).

theories

power ratio to energy losses below an arbitrary

sequently,

energy

In 1955, Spencer and Attix

theory

energy limit

which will

limited
A.

the stopping

In practice,

just cross the cavity.

A is not only energy dependent but also dependent on the cavity
Burch used the same model as Gray but redefined

element dimensions

to exclude the energy leaving the volume on 6 -rays

The extreme

any numerical

solution

difficulties

involved

size

his volume
or brems-

have prevented

to the theory.

Spencer and Attix were able to derive
ratio of the total electron
energy T for electrons

an approximate

flux density to the primary

of initial

easily obtained numerically

and is used to calculate
=RZ(TOJJ

electron

and the fact that the electrons

for the

flux density at an
I

RZ(TO, T)

the fast electron

is
I
spectra

($ 2);

is that Spencer and Attix were able to derive

for the mass stopping power ratio

expression

This expression

energy To.

K#oJl
The result

in this formulation

A

Con-

(or gas pressure).

strahlung.

and

to account for the discrete

The Spencer-Attix

is taken to be the energy of an electron

that the electron

an analytical

expression

taking into account both the energy dependence

do not lose energy continuously.

The formula
”

is given in the same form as the Laurence

Again,

the functions

in NBS Handbook 79’:

1+ cZ(To4~

IZ
G+dZ(To)

cZ(TO, A) and dz(To)

are tabulated.

pendence enters through
Laurence

formula

cZ(TO, A) while dz(To)

equation.
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is identical

The cavity

size de-

to the dz(To)

in the

These modifications
portant

for certain

does not exist.
and the cavity

situations,

This situation

in particular,

stopping power ratio

when charged particle

may arise at the interface

or when the primary

When this occurs,
volume

tc the basic Bragg-Gray

greater

assumption

interactions

the

Hence, the

that the energy lost in the volume by secondary

is equal to the energy lost by photons through
longer valid.

than a few MeV .

between the energy entering

and the energy leaving the volume on charged particles.

Bragg-Gray

equilibrium

between the medium

photons have energies

there will be an imbalance

are im-

electrons

in the volume is no

That is:

AE~

= (a~:)~

- (A~rj~

+ (AE:~~

- (AE~)~

- (~$j~*

and

However,

the result

VEC =ivEM

is, the energy imparted
medium by l/s.
it will

still

or identically

to the cavity

is related

AE: = i AEE

properly

valid.

to the energy imparted

Since the absorbed dose is defined in terms

be measured

is still

by the cavity provided

That

to the

of energy imparted

the correct

value is

chosen for s.
In general,
not assume

in the energy region where CPE can not be assumed,

S-ray

not necessarily
the Spencer-Attix

equilibrium.

Consequently,

equal to the energy deposited
theory

attempts

what is done is to use a restricted
*

the energy lost in the cavity
in the cavity.

be considered

The symbol A in this formulation
is defined in Chapter
as the A in the Spencer-Attix
equation (6.6) for ms.
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a limit

on the

deposited.

In fact,

in place of ms.

The

locally

stopping power ratio

is

This is the situation

to take into account by choosing

amount of energy lost which can still

we can also

1 and is not the same

energy restriction

is based on the cavity

strahlung
locally.

the secondary

production.

one must realize

stopping power.

collision

(i.e.,

electrons

This will

plus radiation

obvious that the consideration

of cavity

rium may exist and the Laurence

6.3

6.2.

Small Cavity

(Fig.

In this situation,

@e $2

It is

only for grossly
system,

mis-

6 -ray equilib-

for stopping power may be adequate.

must be used, when the system

in detail the theoretical

shown in Fig.

Note:

6.1.

is sig-

Size 4,5

using a small cavity.

*

is shown in Fig.

In a well-matched

formulation

measurements

cavity.

from total stopping power

size is important

formulation

The Effect of Cavity

perturbed

greatly

stopping power to use is

mismatched.

We have discussed

A.

differ

modifications

matched media such as lead and air.

Whereas the Spencer-Attix

that the correct

not deposited

loss) at high energies.

The effect of the Spencer-Attix

nificantly

may also lose energy by brems-

In this case, the energy lost is most certainly

Consequently,

the collision

Thus we can write:

= mAsw mJ

mEM
At higher energies,

size.

The qualitative

the cavity
Also,

is small

effect of cavity

enough that the electron

there is no appreciable

the absorbed dose expressions

As in Section 6.1
=JEmax

for absorbed

dose

size is

6.2B)

by the cavity.
Thus,

development

y

P
@E $n- =
t 2

E

fluence is not

photon interaction

in the

are:

max

d@(E) E ‘en
dE
P
(q dE and
(E) doE. Thus (Clen/e)M/@en/e)C and ms are
J

average values taken over the appropriate
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energy spectrum.

r

r-0.
-

- .

o!
0

k
0
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FIG. 6.2
Electron distributions
in various size cavities
M - electrons entering the cavity from the medium
0 - electrons generated by photon interactions
in the cavity
N - total number of electrons.
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for the medium and

for the cavity.
the cavity

In this case, the electron

fluence

is the same in the medium

and

and so,

DM/DC = ms
where ms is defined as the relative
cavity.

Figure

6.2 illustrates

mass stopping power of the medium

the case where ms is greater

to the

than one but this

need not be the case in general.
B.

Cavity

Size Lar!=e Relative

When the cavity dimensions
most energetic

electrons

energy in the cavity

to Range of Electrons
are many times

produced

in the medium,

6.2C)

than the range of the

the contribution
interface

depend only on the cavity

to the absorbed
is negligible.
material.

the energy absorbed in the medium will depend only on the properties

of the medium,

except in the immediate

If we consider
interface,

larger

from the region of the medium/cavity

Thus the energy absorbed in the cavity will
Similarly,

(Fig.

region of the interface.

the dose at points greater

we arrive

at the following

the medium

and DC= @E@,/P)~

the medium

and cavity

are still

then the electron

dose expressions:

for the cavity.

range from the

DM = @E@,,/P)~

Assuming

the dimensions

small enough so that @E does not change

appreciably
DM/DC = benh

M/be,&
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for
of

Figure

6.2 illustrates

the case where @en/~)M

need not be the case in general.

At the interface

cavity there will be a discontinuity
in the scattering
also write

When the cavity
assumptions

cavity theory

secondary

electron

spectrum

fied within

the cavity,

photon interactions

generated

modification

to the Spencer-Attix

range,

the first

This situation

in the medium

(or cavity

generated

within

two
The

wall) is modithe cavity by

On the other hand, the region of inter-

and the medium

case.

6.2A)

to the electron

electrons

become important.

large cavity

(Fig.

is unperturbed.

(Section 6.2A) are no longer valid.

and secondary

face between the cavity

We can

as

even though the photon fluence

size is comparable

of small

dose because of the difference

fluence

to Range of Electrons

but this
and the

and stopping powers of the two materials.

@F # 63: in this situation

Cavity Size Comparable

than @,,/P)~

between the medium

in the absorbed

the absorbed dose using the electron

In general,
C.

properties

is greater

is no longer negligible

has been treated

by Burlin

equation for calculating

as it was in the
through a slight

mass stopping power

ratios.
This modification
of measurements

to the theory

made using a parallel

mine the effect of cavity
The modification
Spencer-Attix

for small cavities

plate extrapolation

size on ionization

for small cavities

the mass energy absorption
when the difference

coefficient

chamber

to deter-

per unit mass of air in the cavity.

allows the mass stopping power ratio
formula

is based on the results

formula

to approach the

while for large cavities
ratio.

between the atomic numbers
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The correction
of the medium

it approaches

is most important
and cavity

gas

is large and the value of A (electron
..

well-matched

cavities,

The analytical
Burlin

energy cutoff)

the correction

expression

For small

is large.

A and

is negligible.

for the mass stopping power ratio

developed by

is (ART):
IZ

(Lle&)G
+(1-d)s
The factor

d is based on the well-verified

exponential

(6.7)
attenuation

of electrons

and is given by:
d=
where 6 is the effective
a cavity

/0

‘e+dx/it

electron

size (t) approaching

approaching

dx=&
attenuation

chamber

Measurement
Absorbed

theory

A.

Matched

of cavity

Bose (ART,

dose measurements

with and without

calculated

irrespective

of Absorbed

under a number of different

will briefly

to a cavity

to

size (t)

conditions.

in this manner
size,

the

CPE or 6 -ray equilibrium.

chamber

theory

can be made

These include gas ionization

matched gas and wall material,

ionization

and devices other than ionization

chambers.

discuss

allows

MT and Ref. 6)

using cavity

absorbed dose measurements

chambers

chambers
calibrated

In this section we

under these various

conditions.

Gas and Wall Material

This is a special case and its particular
theorem

and d=l corresponds

infinity.

use of cavity

for exposure,

coefficient

zero while d=O corresponds

Using the mass stopping power ratio

6.4

(1-e-9

rigorously

usefulness

arises

proved by Fano (1954) and stated as follows
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because of a
by Failla

(1956) (ART):
YIP a medium
primary

of given composition

radiation,

(2) independent

the flux of secondary

from point-to-point,

of the primary

radiation

the atoms of the medium
This means that for a cavity
cavity

or the gas pressure,

are both independent

In practice,

in polystyrene

however,

of density.

is unity regardless

the density

(polarization)

condition

with

”
as the

of the cavity

size

effect is negligible.

that the cavity must be small

In

compared

Several

approximations

using a bakelite/graphite

mass energy absorption

coefficients

Recalling

in a mismatch

result

effect is seldom negligible

at energies

If we assume a cavity with perfectly
with air walls in an air medium),

walls have

An exact match requires

from the discussions

consequently

or acetylene

to air equivalent

as well as identical

is in general

one will

in polyethylene

mixture.

3,the dependence on Z and A of pen/p
matching

match a cavity wall and gas

It can be done using ethylene

powers for the wall and gas.

cavity

radiation

are of the same material

it is not easy to exactly

for example.

been made generally

density

that the inter-

ranges can be relaxed.

in atomic composition.

identical

provided

then, the Bragg-Gray

with the electron

and (3) independent

provided

in which the walls

flux of

is (1) uniform,

and the secondary

gas the mass stopping power ratio

principle,

radiation

of the density of the medium,

of density variations
actions

exposed to a uniform

different

mass stopping

in Chapters
from

in the other.

2 and

IdT
Ph

and

Finally,

above a few MeV.

matched walls

and gas (e.g.,

m s = 1 and the absorbed

an air

dose would be

(Eq. (6.4)):
D = 100 mE=lOO

WmJ

where W is the energy absorbed per unit charge (joules/Coul)
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the

and mJ is

the measured

ionization

per unit mass in the cavity

photon field is equal to one roentgen,

mJ = 2.58

. If the

gas (Coul/kg)
10 -4 ““/kg

x

and D = 0.87 Rad

for au air cavity under CPE conditions.
Now if this same cavity

is placed in a medium

wall is thick enough to ensure that only electrons
the cavity,
wall.

the absorbed dose measured

To arrive

condition.

the chamber

originating

but the cavity

in the wall enter

will be the absorbed dose in the cavity

at the absorbed dose in the medium we must apply an additional

The ion chamber

in the medium.

other than air,

must be calibrated

If it is not, a perturbation

has been calibrated

for the photon spectrum

correction

in roentgens,

must be made.

the absorbed dose ratio

4

existing
Assuming
is:

or
@en’P) M
Ol,d/P),ir

-=DM
0.87X
since ( 9EJM = (@E)air

. So, the dose to the medium will be

DM
when the chamber

records

= 0.87 X

an exposure

The mass energy absorption
measures

electrons

of X roentgens.

coefficient

ratio

arises

generated by photon interactions

absorbed dose to the medium
teractions

(6.8)

is delivered

by electrons

in the medium.
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because the air cavity

in the air wall while the
generated by photon in-

B.
..

Wall Material

Different

from Cavity

When the cavity wall material
Either

tions can occur.

which the measurement
different

Gas

is not matched with the cavity

the wall can be composed of the irradiated
is being made, or the medium,

gas, two situamedium

in

wall and gas can be

materials.

In the first

situation

the absorbed dose to the medium

DM=DC

ms

(6.9)

where ms is the mass stopping power ratio of the medium
the differences

between

is given by:

to the cavity

gas and

M
ee and $z have been accounted for in the calculation

of ms.
In the second situation

we must consider

between the medium and cavity wall in addition
between the medium

and the cavity

gas.

the difference

in photon interactions

to the difference

Thus the absorbed

in stopping power

dose to the medium

from

Eq. (6.8)

from

Eq. (6.9)

is:

The absorbed dose to the wall is:

DW

=D

,Wdl

C m cavity

Thus
(6.10)

DM=D
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If the cavity

gas is air,

where all the terms
absorption

are defined as before and @,,/p),

coefficient

for the wall material.

We must re-emphasize

by electrons
for (Burlin
C.

that the above equations

only when ms properly

conditions

and the electron

includes

ionization

small relative

to the electron

For sn air cavity

would be 1 cm or less.

-3

discussion

chamber,

size have been accounted

range,

has referred

cavity

It is necessary

applied to any cavity material.

be 10

and cavity

energy loss

Chambers

much of the preceding

of a gas-filled

smaller

9, 10) apply under all

formulation).

Although

cavities.

(6.8,

the effect of discontinuous

energy spectrum

Devices other than Ionization

terms

is the mass energy

theory

is general

A solid or liquid cavity

than this by the ratio of the densities;

in

and can be

only to insure that the cavity

or apply the modified

at 1 atm pressure

to the cavity

is

theory for larger

a small cavity

for 1 MeV photons

should have linear

dimensions

that is, a unity density

cavity

should

cm or less for the above situation.

When the cavity and its wall are of the same material,
to the medium

to the medium

dose

is
from

When the cavity

the absorbed

wall and medium

Eq. (6.8)

are of the same material,

the absorbed dose

will be given by
DM=

from Eq. (6.9)

msDC
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where

m

cavity

s is the appropriate

material.

different

mass stopping power ratio

If the cavity

material

must be contained

from the cavity material

or the medium,

in photon absorption

between the medium

differences

of the medium

to the

in some material

we must take account of the
and the cavity wall as

before
= DC ms

DM
The quantity

material.

cavity

material

This,

of course,

When small well-matched

for solid dosimeters

that for TLD materials

Eq. (6.10)

to some response

can be achieved,

the cavity

the simpler

size limitation

and low energy photons.

the response

dose measured

for energies

Recent work7

of

of course,

respect
6.5

EnerPy Associated

To determine
sary to determine

the absorbed

the quantity

tron by all processes

measured

than 20 keV.

8

in

indicates

formulation

size small with

is easier to achieve.

with the Formation

dose in the gas.

of One Ion Pair (W)

Since ionization

it is neces-

in the gas is

we must know the amount of energy deposited

of ionization.

The amount of energy lost by an elec-

averaged over the entire

is denoted by W.

date have yielded

electrons

a cavity

the absorbed dose in a medium using a gas cavity

in the gas in the production

formed

energies,

to the range of secondary

Average

generally

At higher

formulations

below 0.2 MeV is very depend-

and thus the more complex

s is required.

of the

can be troublesome

ent on the gram size of the TL material
m

in the

calibration.

cavities

However,

is the absorbed

must be related

through an appropriate

for mu can be used.

from

-GKN

DC in the above expressions

cavity

practice

@er@)M

The best experimental

a value of 33.7 eV/ion

electron

track

for each ion pair

determination

of W for air to

pair for electrons

Below 20 keV, W is expected to be somewhat
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of energy greater
energy dependent

but csn be assumed to be constant for energies
of W is greater

than the actual ionization

energy is lost in processes

potential

other than ionization,

W for other gases and particles

greater

than 20 keV.

The value

of the gas because some
such as excitation.

other than electrons

are tabulated

Values of
in ART and

NBS Handbook 85. 8
The value of W for gas mixtures

where Pi are the relative

partial

can be calculated

pressures

- 164 -

from the relationship

of the gases.
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APPENDIX
The appendix contains graphs of functions
dose calculations
Figures
e

-x

source geometries

A. 1 through A. 13 show the exponential

. Figures

graphs in Figs.
mining

for various

in iron,

water,

integrals

in cylindrical

and spherical
in lead,

lead and concrete.
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and

5.

El and E2 along with
(F functions).

necessary

sources.

iron and water.

A. 31 through A. 36 are required

in Chapter

integrals

A. 20 through A. 24 show the parameters

through A. 30 show buildup factors
in Figs.

as discussed

A. 14 through A. 19 graph the Sievert

self-absorption

plotted

useful in making flux density

The

for deter-

Figures

A. 25

The parameters

for calculating

buildup factors
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